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ABSIRACr
The ongoing discourse about meanings and inpacts of 
foninism is  a d/namic process of ideas influencing 
ideas. The process directs the course of the development 
of feminist theory. Most of the discourse is  directed at 
v\onen by v\otien, but mary men have also contributed to 
the dialectic. Ihis stuc^ is  an examination of those 
contributians by men as well as an atteip t to understand 
the iitpact they may have on the wtmen's movement.
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CHAPTER 1 
INIRDDUCnCN
In i^ r il of 1995 the president of the National 
Organization for %men (NCW), E^trlcia Ireland, debated 
faminist issues with Jim Peterson, a senior editor for 
PlaybcY Rboazine. on the canpus of thiversity of Nevada, 
Las Vegas ̂ . When the floor opened for questions or 
comments, one young white male addressed Ireland and the 
audience saying that the demands and espectaticns of 
feminists were unreasonable and that any system, such as 
Affinrative Action, that gave wotien or minorities or 
anyone preference over sonecne else, including white 
males, was unfair. R̂ ny men (and a fe/7 worm) in the 
audience cheered and ^plauded. But one young woman 
shouted out, "Yeah, that's r i ^ t .  I t 's  unfair. How does 
i t  feel? Try i t  for a fa\f hundred years, then talk to 
me!" This exchange illustrates the emotional reactions 
of many men to the goals and philosophies of feminism, 
and the response of many feminists to angry, white men.
* The debate took place in  the Moyer Student Onion ballroom and 
was sponsored by several on-caitpus organizations and the Nevada 
NCW c h u t e r .
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White ireles frequently feel frustrated and 
defensive with a ll the various grotps who are currently 
attacking their central position in society, undermining 
their power, taking away their jobs, and blaming 
centuries of racism and sexism and other suoh isms on 
then. The generic white itale has in many cases become 
the politically correct sc^^egoat for a ll the world's 
environmental, economic, and social problems.
Yet men are not the cause of a ll the world's 
problens. m fact, in many cases men are as much victims 
as women of a system which dictates what individuals may 
or may not do, determines hew they should act, and which 
controls many aspects of their personal and public 
lives. White men are certainly a privileged class, but 
they are also products of the system which educates 
individuals and directs their worldviews. IXfen have the 
power and preference of the system, but that system also 
te lls  them that they must be strong, ind^Dendent, 
logical, good providers, at the same time denying them 
the freedom to be self-revealing, nurturing, sensitive, 
and emotional.
Feminism may actually help men escape the confines 
of societal stereotypes. In 1914 Floyd Dell commented, 
"Feminism is  going to make i t  possible for the f irs t 
time for men to be free" (in Kiiimel & Mosmiller, eds.,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1992, p. xxxi). Feminism has served as t±e impetus for a 
men's movenent that encourages men to overcome some of 
the social barriers that inhibit their self-espiression. 
These barriers have taken a different form for men than 
for women, as their oppression has no defined oppressor, 
yet i t  s t i l l  exists in the social requirement to "be a 
man" and behave according to some predetermined male 
stereotype. When Jensen (1994) undertook to leam about 
famnism, he discovered that i t  "critiques power in a 
way that can help men understand their own lives and 
open .their eyes to the workings of other types of 
oppression" (p. 170).
Yet the fact that men are also victims of the 
system, and that there is no conscious, intentional plan 
to keep women and minorities subjugated does not absolve 
men of responsibility. For men to ronain oblivious of 
their privileged status and its  impact on others is a 
blithe disregard of the r i^ t s  of others. If men to do 
nothing and either acc^t or defend the current 
situation, they are essentially ohoosing to acc^t and 
be part of an oppressive system. In order to overcome 
the ystem, men need to become informed and aware of 
others' e>ç)eriences and how the current systems and 
institutions reinforce social inequities.
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I t  is  not easy for men to accept the responsibility 
to become informed and to reassess their positions in 
society. "Anti-sexist politics for men is d ifficult a t a 
personal level, " ejplained Connell (1994) in his 
analysis of men and the women's movanent, "[fjotdnism 
(especially feminism concerned with violence) often 
reads to men as an accusation" (p. 72). Yet feminism 
does not constitute a criticism of men so much as a 
criticism  of a system that creates expectations and 
rigid roles for both men and women. Just as women must 
leam to be feminists and leam to recognize that the 
restrictive stereotypes that they have been raised to 
believe are not truth, men have the even more difficult 
challenge of learning to be feminists, which means 
learning to recognize a ll those same things and also be 
willing to give up the power and privilege the current 
system naturally affords them. IXfen are the focus of 
feminism. They are the oppressors, whether intentionally 
or not, and i t  is up to them to assume the difficult 
task of accepting that reality. Heath (1987) commented:
TO refuse the confrontation, to ignore, r^ress, 
forget, slide over, project onto "other men" that 
fact, is for a man to refuse feminism, not to 
listen  to what i t  says to him as a man, imagining 
to his satisfaction a possible relation instead of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the d ifficult, contradictory, self-critical, 
painful, impossible one that men must, for new, 
really live (p. 2).
The objective of feminism is to change the way the 
social system oppresses watien. And change is  often 
scary. The transformation feninists expect is especially 
fri^tening for men because i t  asks them to recognize 
and relinquish their position of power and preference. 
Mfen are confronted with the reality of having women, at 
least half the human population, insist that they move 
over and share their political and economic privileges. 
At the same time men are being forced to reconsider 
their interactions with wotien, and try to redefine their 
roles and responsibilities. Feminism asks men to think, 
speak, act and relate to wumen differently than they may 
have been accustomed to doing. Should they op>en the door 
for a vcman, or le t her open i t  for herself? Should they 
admire her appearance or will they be accused of 
harassment? Should they treat her differently or just 
like one of the guys? This is difficult time, when roles 
are unstable and uncertainty complicates every move.
In the minds of many people, feminism also has a 
bad cannotatian, "conjuring ip images of militant, man- 
hating women in combat boots" (Foss, 1992, p. 151). 
Feminists have been portrayed as a small faction of bra-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
burning radicals or lesbian s^xaratists by the media, 
and "[fjeminism has been the object of derisive humor 
and angry vilification" (Kinmel & Mosmiller, 1992, p.
2). lyfeny people, both male and female, who sipport the 
ideals of equality and fa ir treatment of women would 
deny being feminists or having any alignment with that 
groip because of the negative images.
In addition, to the negative connotations of 
feminism, there is a perc^tion by many men that in 
order for womei to aohieve equality in the workplace, in 
government, and in society, that they, the men, must 
give up some of their control and authority. What they 
don't realize is that power does not exist in  finite 
quantities so that if  women get more, they w ill 
necessarily have less. True pcwer comes from within, and 
i t  grows by being shared and nurtured. I t  is  not 
demonstrated by power over someone, but derives from 
strength of conviction, courage to do what is  r i ^ t ,  and 
compassion to help others along the way. To empower 
women does not mean men must be emasculated.
History of The Women's Movement
Questions and debates about women's ab ilities, 
their roles and positions in society, and their inherent
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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characteristics have been going on for centuries. One 
man who studied the origins of women's oppression found 
that "Gender difference originated when we began to 
imagine ourselves as human. I t developed as we did; and 
i t  extended its  reach into the period we call modem" 
(Wolfe, 1994, p. 27). The role of women has been 
preserved and dictated throu^ traditions, laws, and 
religions. For instance, in the Bible. Paul's injunction 
is  to, "Let your women keep silence in the churches: for 
i t  is  not permitted unto that to speak; but they are 
commanded to be under obedience, as also saith the law. 
And i f  they will leam any thing, le t tham ask their 
husbands at home, for i t  is a shame for women to speak 
in the church" (1 Corinthians, 14:34-35). Nor is  i t  only 
in l^ te m  culture that such attitudes about women's 
position prevail. Traditions, laws, religions in most 
cultures dictate submissive roles for women, such as the 
Hindu tradition of sati- where a widcw is exç^ected to 
threw herself onto her husband's funeral pyre. No such 
response was ever expected of widcwers.
Attitudes about women and their ab ilities are 
ingrained in other aspects of culture as well. In 
Westem society women's roles are camented in early 
philoscpihy and ^istemology. In his defense of
2Also sonetimes sp elled  in  English "suttee" or "sutee."
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A ristotle's evaluations of the role of women, Amhart 
(1994) admits that Aristotle determined women to be 
inferior to men because they begin life  as "mutilated 
males, " they "never develop morally or intellectually 
b^ond the level of children, " and "lack the requisite 
moral and intellectual virtues" to be citizens (p. 392). 
Even Charles Darwdn proposed that women were inc^able 
of attaining male standards of in tellect or performance 
because, biologically "the average mental power in a man 
must be above that of a woman" (in Amhart, 1994, p.
397).
Such estimations of the nature of women have 
dictated social, political, and personal interactions 
for centuries. In the United States women were not 
permitted to vote in national elections or hold office 
until 1919. Any property women owned automatically 
reverted to her husband upon marriage, and women had 
l i t t le  or no say in hew men determined they should live 
or behave (Herttell, 1839). In 1775, two months before 
the signing of the Declaration of Independence, Abigail 
Adams warned her husband John that if  women were not 
given more say in the politics of the new nation that 
"we are determined to foment a rebellion and will not 
hold ourselves bound by any laws in which we have no 
voice, or r^resentaticn" (Kiitimel & Mcsmiller, 1992, p.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1). Her prediction proved true even thou^ i t  was nearly 
a hundred and fifty  years before the federal government 
ackncwledged a woman's r i ^ t  to participate in the 
process of creating t±iose laws to which she was expected 
to adhere.
Yet even with access to political influence, women 
recognized that they were stdll disadvantaged 
politically, as well as economically and socially. In 
1923, almost inrmediately after the passage of the 
Nineteenth Amendment, women and same men who had been 
involved in  women's suffrage began to organize a 
movement to pass an equal r i^ ts  amendment. Such an 
amendment was introduced to Congress that year, but did 
not pass (Steiner, 1985) .
Attitudes, laws, and societal norms have con^ired 
to keep women in positions of inferiority to men. As 
recently as 1961 the Suprome Court reaffirmed a 1874 
ruling that the equal protection clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment did not ^p ly  to women, that the 
amendment "prohibits any arbitrary class legislations, 
ex n ^ t th a t based cm sexf' (Campbell, 1973, p. 76)
(italics mine). Following the Second World Vbr, as more 
women began working in positions outside the home, and 
became more independent and better educated, they began 
to recognize the extent of their oppression. Women began
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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more and more to question assumptions about their roles, 
ab ilities, and worth.
The modem wnrnen's liberation movement began in the 
tumiultuous sixties when many different social movements 
either began or gained nay; support and vigor. Along with 
the civ il r i^ ts  movement, the anti-war movement, the 
student movement, the environmiental movement, and the 
hippie movement, the women's movarent has confronted the 
social order and challenged previously undisputed 
assumptions. In speeches and articles, in various public 
and private forums, wonen, and men, continue to question 
acc^ted beliefs about wmen's roles and ab ilities.
One impetus for the modem women's liberation 
movement was the publication of Betty Friedan's (1963) 
Faninine Mystique . The book addressed middle-class 
American women and made than aware that the vague 
dissatisfaction and sense of personal ambiguity they 
fe lt was neither unique nor personal. The feeling was 
something most women experienced, and was the result of 
the constraints and limitations imposed on wonen by 
stereotyping and societal mores. Friedan explained that 
women's dissatisfaction with their lives was not due to 
their in^titude or unwillingness to accept their roles 
and be content as honamakers, wives, and mothers. Rather 
their frustration was due to the in^prcpriateness of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the roles to which wonen. were assigned, that i t  was a 
common catplaint among wonen a ll over the world, and i t  
was the roles, not the wonen themselves, that were to 
blame. What had seamed a personal problan was actually a 
political constraint.
In the three decades since the modem women's 
liberation movement began i t  has diversified into many 
forms and approaches. These neær feminist ideologies 
deal with various aspects of women's experiences and 
often are based on beliefs or objectdves which are 
contradictory or inconsistent with seme other feminist 
ccoc^ts. Althou^ various researchers have applied 
different names to the various types of feminism, there 
are seme labels that seem relatively standard throu^ 
much of the literature. To most writers, "txaditdonal 
feminism" deals with such issues as pay and job equity, 
child care, and personal ind^xendence. "lyferxcLst 
feminism" interprets the role of women in the économie 
system as exploitation of a social class, and considers 
the unpaid labor of wonen as a major form of oppression 
in capitalistic systems. "Cultural feminists" are 
concerned with the status of women within the social 
structure and with women's essential nature more than 
their positions in the legal or political system. There 
are "radical feminists, " sane of whan preach a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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s^xaratist strategy for forcing social change, and 
"ecofaminists" who maintain that the expression of wonen 
and the destruction of the environment are products of 
the same patrriarchal practices and ideologies of 
conquest and cont%ol. In addition to these mainly white, 
middle-class, American feminist groups there are black 
feminism, Hispanic feminism, multi-cultural feminism, 
and third world feninism (Tuttie, 1986; Humm, 1990;
Bate, 1992). With a ll these different perspectives, 
often with exposing definitions about the sources of and 
solutions to the oppression of women, and hew women and 
societies are affected, debates and discussions 
flourish. Althou^ most of the discourse is  produced by 
women and aimed toward women, there are many men who 
have ccntxibuted to the evolution of current feminist 
ideas and theories. Those contributions by men form the 
basis of this stuĉ /-.
History of Men in Feminism
Throu^iout the history of the United States there 
have been men who have accepted the challenge of 
understanding women's oppression and have taken action 
to try to change the institutions that promoted i t .  lyfen 
have supported and spoken out for women's r i^ ts ,  and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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contributed much to the dialectic and rhetoric that have 
evolved as feminist theory. Thousands of those letters, 
speeches, articles, poens and excerpts by men, covering 
the period fran the earliest days of the United States 
to the present, were gathered by Kirtmel and Mbsmiller 
(1992). They carpiled 135 of the most r^resentative of 
these documents into a history of men's contributions to 
women's struggles in U.S. history, lybny of the 
contributions they included were by famous individuals, 
such as Thanas Paine who wrote in 1775, "If we take a 
survey of ages and of countries, we shall find the 
women, almost- without exception at a ll times and in a ll 
places, adored and oppressed" (p. 63). In 1848 Frederic 
Douglass wrote, "This cause is not altogether and 
exclusively woman's cause. I t is the cause of human 
brotherhood as well as human sisterhood, and both must 
rise  and fa ll together. Wman cannot be elevated without 
elevating man, and man cannot be depressed without 
digressing woman also" (p. xxxi).
These men wrote or lectured for women's rights to 
hold property, vote, and be self-directing. They spoke 
out and marched with women in the suffragist movement, 
and they helped pass the laws that eventually provided 
women with political equity. Since the passage of voting 
r i^ t s  for women, seme men have continued to support
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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women in their effortis to gain equality in the 
workplace, recognitrlan in academics, influence in 
politics, political r^resentatûon, r^roductrLve 
freedon, and changes in social attitudes and stereotypes 
about women- who they are and what they are enable of 
being.
The history of men in feminism is  as long as is 
feminism itse lf. In the ttiited States today feninism is 
manifest in almost every area of endeavor, and men may 
be found teaching feminist courses and speaking or 
writing on feminist issues. Current discourse on 
feminist topics is carried on mainly in academic 
journals, though popular magazines and national 
nsfl/spapers sometimes also provide a forum for debates. 
Mast of the writers are feminist wonen, but sore men 
have thken the time and interest to become informed and 
discuss these diverse issues via the print media. Their 
ideas present an intriguing part of the women's movement 
which deserves to be recognized and studied.
Purpose
All people face sane obstacles in reaching their 
fu ll potential for h^piness and self-actualization. In 
order to tear down those barriers which are constructed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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by societal stereotypes, individuals need to understand 
each others' true abilities and limitations. Wonen need 
to make the effort to understand men and hew social 
stereotypes limit than. Yet because wonen have had a 
subordinate role thrust upon than, and have been 
oppressed and victimized by the systan, i t  is especially 
inportant for men to understand the issues and concems 
of wonen. This stuK  ̂ is an attenpt a t acknowledging 
men's understanding of and contributians to feminist 
discourse. I t my encourage more men rreke the effort to 
understand what feminism is a ll about and to recognize 
the extent and the personal and social expense of the 
subjugation of wonen. Such recognition may, as Jensen 
(1994) hoped, "make the pitch to men that they world 
benefit from actively engaging feminist theory" (p.
170).
In addition, this stuc^ proposes that i t  is 
important to determine what role men play in feminist 
discourse. Has the support of these men helped the 
movement or hindered it? Has i t  added sane degree of 
validity or visibility, or detracted fran the viability  
of the women's movement? Although many men have 
contributed their time, effort, and rhetoric to the 
struggle for women's equality, just what effect these 
contributions have had on the women's movement is not
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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alvays clear, lyfeny vcmen are viary of men vÆio profess to 
support feninism and are su^icious of their motives.
"An acadanic man teaching a feminist course, for 
instance, may be seen as taking resources amy from 
W3nen, and asserting men's cultural r i^ ts  over a ll 
areas of knowledge... " (Connell, 1993, p. 73).
lAbmen may also question whether men can ever truly 
be feminists because they have not fe lt the oppression, 
have not ejperienced d e^  in their souls and psyches the 
feeling of being objects, or of existing as adjuncts or 
sexual commodities for others. In one criticism of men 
in faminism, Jardine (1987) wrote about feminism's male 
allies that, althou^ what they say is not incorrect,
"It is almost as if  they have learned a nâ r vocabulary 
perfectly, but have not paid enou^ attention to syntax 
or intonation. When they worite of us — always of us — 
their bodies would seam to know nothing of the new 
language they've learned..." (p.56). Heath (1987) also 
noted the difficulties men have in understanding or 
supporting feminism, because "no matter how 'sincere, ' 
'syrrpathetic' or whatever, we are always also in a male 
position which brings with i t  a ll the irrplications of 
domination and appropriation, everything precisely that 
is  being challenged, that has to be altered" (p. 1).
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Yet, perh^>s in ^ i te  of the difficulties, men can 
understand, and become involved enou^ to do more than 
merely not be anti-faninist. Because people are human 
they can imagine how others feel by imagining ourselves 
into their positions. Even if  oppression is  not a "lived 
experience, " imagination can help people experience some 
of the realities of another. As Shacochis (1995) said 
during a "Writing Across Cultures" syrrposium at UNLV 
"Being a white male, they say, I cannot ever understand 
the experience of a fanale, especially a black female, " 
But, he continued, "the only way I could possibly 
establish eirpathy w/ith a black fanale [...]  is to try, 
in good faith, to imagine iry way into her life" (p. 15). 
Therefore this analysis will attenpt to determine 
whether the men who have contributed to feminist 
discourse have furthered the aims of faninism.
Therefore this stucV of men's contributions serves 
two purposes: to recognize the commitment of those iren 
who have taken the time to become informed and involved, 
and to understand the impact of their participation. Men 
have seen that societal stereotypes create impediments 
for both women and men to achieving personal freedom and 
true opportunities for achievanent. Their efforts in 
understanding feminism and the effects of their 
contributions must be considered so that in the future
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men w ill continue to siçport faninism, yet w ill also 
recognize the possible implications of their support.
Méthod
What constitutes a contribution to a dialectic 
about any issue is  rather subjective. For the purposes 
of this study, a contribution to faninist discourse is 
any comment on feminist issues or concerns, whether 
positive or negative, which danonstrates that the author 
is  informed about the issues and which offers some 
unique insight or perspective. Because most of the 
current faninist discourse is wnritten by women, i t  is 
d ifficult in itia lly  to locate articles or books by men 
about faninism or feminist theories. Even perusing 
faninist journals doesn't help because merely looking at 
an author's name does not always insure the author's 
gender. Some women may select male-sounding pennarres, 
just as some men may adopt a faninine pen name.
One solution to detemining the gender of authors 
is to rely on the personal knowledge of individuals 
wo>rking in academia and of the editors of faninist 
literature. Letters to Vbmen's Studies programs, 
faninist journal editors, and on-line requests on
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faninist forums resulted in a diverse and relatively 
thorou^, thou^ by no means conplete, listing  of men 
who are wnriting on faninist issues and the articles or 
books they have wnritten. Each referenced publication 
often further provided a bibliogr^hy which led to more 
wnritings that were self-defined as being authored by a 
man.
Three books in particular proved useful in 
discovering men's contributions to faninist discourse: 
lyfen in Faninism by Jardine and Smith, eds. (1987),
Aoajnst the Tide by Kimmel and MDsrailler, eds. (1992), 
and Rethinking IXbsculinitv by IXfey and Strikwerda, eds. 
(1992). These books not only contained sections written 
by men, they also often referenced other articles or 
books authored by men. In addition to these books, a few 
journal articles proved valuable specifically to 
understanding hew men viamf and respond to feminism. Most 
helpful among these were Connell's (1993) Men and the 
Wanen's Mbvanent, Kiitrtiel's (1995) Men Supportir^  Pvbmen, 
and ly^tz's (1995) Gender D iscrim inaticn  and the O riginal 
Understanding. The ranainder of the articles by rten 
examined in this stuc^ focus not on faninism itse lf or 
men's responses to it , but rather on other issues which 
affect wonen, or which may be viaved throu^ a faninist 
perspective.
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Categorizing these writings proved less time- 
consuming, but more cpen to dispute. Faninist theorists 
have developed many definitions and classifications of 
feminisms and have written at length about the affects 
and meanings of these in a ll areas of social 
interaction. Such diversity makes the issues seem 
extremely corplex, and because many of the differences 
are on a continuum rather than being distinct, i t  is 
extremely difficult to s^)arate than into definable 
categories. The focus of faninist scholarship frequently 
overlaps as topics cross boundaries between types of 
faninism and the areas they address.
Nearly a ll the faninist literature concerns at 
least one of three main aspects of life , however: the 
political, the eccnonic, and the social. These also 
r^resent the main stages in the development of the 
women's liberation movanent (Bate, 1992). The firs t 
issue to become a major public concern was women's 
suffrage and women's access to the legal systan.
Following the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment, 
faninists began to argue for equal pay and fair access 
to opportunities. Finally, as strides began to be made 
in the wo>r]p)lace, and in legislation affecting women's 
economic condition, feminists expanded their focus into 
issues of social attitudes and stereotypes. This pattern
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of development was not in distinct stages, certainly, as 
each issue has been a concem from the beginning, but 
they constitute the progression of how the movanent 
developed in the public consciousness and in 
legislation. Because most feminist discourse falls 
primarily into at least one of these three areas, 
regardless of its  overlap into other areas or the "type" 
of faninism involved. Based on the t i t le  of an article, 
type of journal in which i t  was located, and the 
description in the abstract, these will conpranise the 
three broad classifications for the purposes of this 
analysis.
Finally, there are many different ^proaches 
possible for analyzing discourse. A rhetorical stuc^ may 
consist of a content analysis or may focus on some 
particular aspect of the communication suoh as the 
speaker or the audience. However, to determine what has 
been the role of men's contributions requires more than 
merely reviaving or scrutinizing the rhetoric itse lf or 
some isolated aspect of i t .  Discourse in a social 
movanent such as the wonen's movanent is  a dynamic 
process with many factors affecting its  course, 
including what is said, when and where, and by whan.
Thus an examination of men's influence on feminism as 
part of that c^namic social process provides the best
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lens t±irough which to interpret just hew men's 
contributians influence faninist discourse.
lyfen's responses to the women's movanent have been 
much like the responses of any established systan of 
pcwer to any social movanent. Generally an 
establishment's response is aimed a t preserving the 
status quo. Responses or actions by the established 
powers in society may or may not be planned for 
achieving a specific result, and sometimes may have 
unintended effects. Althou^ the contributions by men 
contained in this stuc^ my seem to be aimed at 
furthering the dialog of faninism, i t  may, in fact, have 
other, unintended impacts. Thus interpreting men's 
contributions from the perspective of their effects on 
the women's movanent wall help determine the role of 
their discourse.
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MEN'S CXNIRIHJriasiS TO FEMINIST DISCOURSE
In t±e process of reading, analyzing, and 
classifying what men have wnritten about faninism, a 
picture emerged of men who have made a serious 
ccmnitment to understanding the issues and ^plying that 
understanding to their ireny areas of expertise. Many of 
these men are acadanics in various fields, including 
sociology, philoscphy, canmunication, political science, 
or even in physical sciences and matharatics. Others are 
journalists or business professionals who have taken the 
time and thou^t to include the concerns of wonen in 
their analyses. All of than bring nav in s is ts  and ideas 
into the realm of faninist theory.
The firs t classification of men's contributions, 
political feminism, includes studies and corments by men 
who have recognized hew the political systan has 
developed according to male values and men's concerns.
I t  includes discussions of men's participation in the 
wonen's suffrage movanent and later their support of an 
Equal R i^ts Amendment. This chuter contains a section
23
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en hew wonen have influenced party politics, and another 
section on what is  meant ty  feminist legal theory.
Issues of how wonen are treated differently than men ty  
the legal systan, and legal issues concerned with 
pomogr%hy and violence against wonen constitute the 
renainder of the section on political faninism.
The section following political faninism is 
concerned with economic feminism. This part deals with 
considerations of wonen's property r i^ ts ,  earning power 
and access to various positions, the inpact of wonen on 
economics, and the economics of marriage. The f irs t 
writings examined in this portion focus on how women's 
roles in the workplace have been stereotyped so as to 
lim it their access to h i^ e r paying and more challenging 
positions. The next section discusses how economic 
systans inpact wonen, followed by an analysis of how 
faninism may influence economic systans and business 
practices.
The final portion of the analysis of men's 
contributions to feminist theory covers three main areas 
of social feminism: essentialism, acadanics and 
education, and communication. Each of these parts 
discuss stereotyping and gender bias in social systans. 
Essentialism deals with the ongoing debate among 
faninists, sociologists, psychologists and others, on
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whether wonen and men have inherent differences in the 
way they think, feel, and act, or whether these 
differences are due to their socialization.
The sectrLon on acadanics and education covers 
issues of wonen's access to education, and hew the 
educational systan reinforces stereotypes. These 
stereotypes disadvantage wonen in certain fields of 
endeavor, both, acadanic and professional. This part also 
examines faninist pedagogy and alternative ways of 
gaining knowledge.
The ŒJtmunication portion of the p^^er analyzes 
issues of language, wonen in the media, and 
considerations of interpersonal catinunicatiQn. I t 
discusses men's contribuions to understanding hew 
language affects and creates human perc^ ion  of 
reality, and examines hew the media creates conc^ts of 
reality that reinforce gender stereotypes. I t  also 
covers issues of men's interpersonal relations with 
wonen, and hew those relations are influenced by the 
stereotypes people leam from the time they are young 
children. All of the section on social faninism includes 
articles by men on the ways human ccnmuricaion serves 
to generate or intensify the gender biases built into 
human social systans.
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Political Feminism
The role of men in the politn.es of faninism is 
perh^js the most visible aspect of men's participation 
in feminist discourse. In the Uhited States men have 
participated in faninism fron the tnme the nation was 
being established, throu^ the suffragist movanent, and 
into the current era. In July of 1848, nearly three 
hundred wonen, plus forty men, gathered at a chapel in 
Seneca Falls, Nb/j York, a t what was labeled the f irs t 
Wonan's R i^ts Ccnventdon. This was the firs t major 
gathering in the Uhited States aimed at transforming 
wonen's positdons where wonen dananded reforms that 
would provide than with sane personal autonary as well 
as access to the political systan. I t  took over seventy 
years for wonen to gain that politdcal access, and the 
process continues today.
The political systan constitutes perh^>s the most 
inportant avenue for wonen to gain equality. Throu^ the 
political systan laws and policies are inacted that 
force social change. Although wonen s t i l l  do not have 
equal r^resentaticn in Congress, and there has not yet 
been a female president or vice president, they have
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irede seme great inroads into that bastion of rrele 
dcminance. lyfen's efforts have played a v ital role in 
assuring woman's entry into the political arena. This 
section examines sane of those early efforts ty  men, as 
well as sane current issues and concems which men have 
debated about faninism and politics.
I t has been assumed by iteny researchers and 
historians that, prior to suffrage, most wonen in the 
Uhited States were not interested or involved in 
politics. However a stucfy by Zboray & Zboray (1996) 
danonstrated throu^ an analysis of women's personal 
correspondence and diaries of the mid-1800s that they 
were not only interested and informed, but quite active 
in considering and speaking about the politics of the 
day. Yet wonen were systanatically denied public access 
to politics and political pcwer, with various sorts of 
arguments about women's nature, abilities, and roles 
presented as justification for that restriction. In his 
analysis of Constitutional definitions in regard to 
gender equality, Mfeltz (1995) found that the framers had 
no intention of extending definitions of equality to 
include women. He determined that they specifically 
addressed issues of gender in a number of contexts, 
indicating that "gender-based classifications would be 
subject to less constitutional scrutiny than many other
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continued to be enforced throu^ various Constitutional 
interpretations and challenges. In 1835, Congressional 
Representative William Lawrence asserted that 
"distinctions created by nature of sex ... are recognized 
as modifying conditions and privileges" that generally 
are afforded as being part of the rights of citizenship 
(quoted in lybltz, 1995, p. 416). Such legal restrictions 
extended not only into women's participation in 
politics, but in the legal profession and public service 
positions as well. In 1873, Svprone Court Justice Josph 
Bradley determined that civil law, nature and the 
Creator were in agreonent that women's sphere was the 
domestic and that "The paramount destiny and missions of 
wonen are to fu lf ill the noble and benign offices of 
wife and mother. This is the law of the Creator ..."
(quoted in lyfeltz, 1995, p. 417).
Althouÿi generally defined as dealing with 
governance and public affairs, politics also refers to 
laws, hew they are inplanented, and the assumptions 
underlying than. There are many areas of the legal 
systan where men have illuminated hew women and their 
concems are silenced or ignored, including in criminal 
sentencing, definitions of sexual harassment and rape, 
child custocfy and sipport, and whether the legal 
definition of a "reasonable man" is the same as a
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"reasonable woman" (Zaitchik & Mosher, 1993; Dilwoirth, 
1995; Schulhofer, 1995). Most of these examinations 
demonstrate how laws and the legal systan are designed 
ty  men, while women must obey them. Men continue to wo)rk 
together wdth women to change that situation.
Early wnritings by men on faninism focused mostly on 
the politics of women's suffrage. Ebring the nineteenth 
and early years of the twentieth century there w^e men 
who supported the goal of women's rights to participate 
in the political systan and to have a voice in 
determining the laws of the land to which they were 
expected to adhere. Sane of the great male w/riters and 
lecturers of that time did much to influence public 
cpinion and the course of women's suffrage, in p i te  of 
the fact that they were frequently criticized, jeered, 
or belittled . Reformers and abolitionists such as 
Frederick Douglass and attorney Vfendell Phillips; 
clergymen such as Parker Pillbury, William Channing, and 
Henry Ward Beecher; writers and journalists such as 
Ralph waldo Eknerson, Stephen Foster, and Finley Peter 
EUme; and politicians like wyaning Governor John W.
Hoyt, Congressman Gerrit Smith, and Wisconsin Attorney 
General Enterprise Estabrook, plus others too numerous 
to l is t , were tremendously influential in the 
development of a public consciousness about women's
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r l ^ t s . They were instrumental in the eventual passage, 
in 1919, of the Nineteenth Amendment which gave wonen 
w/ith the r i ^ t  to vote in national elections ̂ .
Following the passage of wonen's suffrage, faninist 
politics began to focus on the proposed Bq.]a1 R i^ts 
Amendment (ERA). In his stucfy of the history and course 
of a proposed Equal R i^ts Amendment, Steiner (1985) 
found that such an amendment was introduced into 
Congress in 1923, but failed to wan sufficient support, 
cue irrpedlment to the passage of such an amendment was 
the perc^ticn by seme wonen in labor unions that an 
unqualified equal r i^ t s  amendment would eliminate any 
chance of special or corpensatory protections for a 
presumably weaker sex. In 1950 a resolution wdth a 
protection proviso passed the Senate, but failed to win 
in the House of Ri^resentatives. A constitutional 
amendment passed the House in 1971 and the Senate in 
1972, yet failed to be ratified the requisite thirty- 
e i^ t  states to beccme a part of the U.S. Constitution.
By 1982, in spite of a time extension granted by 
Congress to enable its  passage, the Equal R i^ ts 
Amendment became the f irs t proposed amendment since the 
Civil ]fiar to die in limbo after Ccngressional passage.
Seme supporters ŵ sre angry and frustrated at the defeat.
3 Seme sta tes, notably Wycming, permitted wonen to  vote in  sta te  
election s prior to  passage o f the Nineteenth Amendment.
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feeling that cppanents used lies and distortions to 
misr^resent the intentions and effects of the 
amendment. Others, such as Senator George Mitchell of 
jyfeine, took i t  philoscphically saying " [i] t took three 
generations for women to win the basic, fundamental, 
denocratic r i ^ t  to vote. Perh^)s i t  w ill take another 
three generations for wonen to obtain equal protection 
under the supreme law of our land" (in Steiner, 1985, p. 
5).
An equal r i^ ts  amendment may never beccme law, but 
i t  won't be because men have refused to support i t .
Nbntan Lear, Henry Winkler, and Phil Donahue have used 
their public renown and recognition to gain support of 
such an amendment. Hcward Cossell, who practiced law for 
ten years before becaning a woll-kncw sports 
commentator, remarked that the reason ireny states had 
not ratified  the Amendment was due to opposition by same 
" [m] isguided, misled people like Pfyllis Schlaf ly, who 
sirtply do not knew what they are talking about" and that 
their arguments against the ERA were "prima facie, which 
is a term in law that more or less means 'absurd'"
(Cosell, 1975, p. 407). Alan Alda, who supported the 
Equal R i^ ts Amendment, wrote "Hew long can we do 
nothing while people are shut out from their fair share 
of econonic and political pcwer merely because they're
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women?" (Alda, 1976, p. 412). And as recently as 1989, 
R^resentative Don Bdmsrds said in a speech to Congress 
that "Wonen have waited long enou.^: the EERA needs to be 
incorporated into our Constitution new" (Bâtards, 1989, 
p. 432).
Even without the EÊ , faninism encounters the legal 
and political systems in a variety of ways. Party 
politics and the historical alignment of wonen and 
minorities with the Democratic Party is the focus of 
Sirgo's (1994) analysis of the position of wonen and 
blacks in Franklin Itoosevelt's Naf Deal. In this stufy 
he notes that the oppression of wonen and blacks are 
similarly rooted in the historical belief that white 
males are innately superior and therefore should be in 
control. The concems of wonen and blacks greatly 
influenced ERoosevelt's administration, partly due to the 
perspectives of one very intelligent and influential 
wonan, Eleanor Ftoosevelt who "inaugurated her social and 
political activism in wonen's organizations and on 
behalf of wonen" (Sirgo, 1994, p. 58). Women's support 
of Franklin Etoosevelt, Sirgo maintains, was a major key 
to his political success and the success of the 
Democratic Party in the early tsæntieth century.
That historical alignment of wonen with the 
Democratic Party continues today, as EXmham (1994)
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damonstrated in his assessment of the problems that the 
R^jublican Party has in attracting wonen voters. ]ji the 
1994 elections, over 54% of men voted Republican, 
ccmpared with about 46% of wonen. One reason he claims 
for this discr^Hncy is the difference in what wonen 
perceive is  "the role of government in such issues as 
abortion, civ il r i^ ts ,  social welfare, crime, 
education, and the environment" (p. 105). Eunham found 
that the Danocratic Party is  generally seen by wonen and 
minorities as being more sensitive to their concems.
Party politics is far fron the only, or even the 
min, issue of wonen in politics. Other considerations 
include such things as hew laws may affect wonen 
differently than men, and hew faninism may influence the 
legal systan. In a syrrposium on "Faninism, Sexual 
Distinctions, and the Law," published in the spring 1995 
Harvard Journal of Taw & Public Policy, men discuss and 
attarpt to interpret faninist legal theory. One of these 
legal theorists, Lawson (1995) attenpts to define just 
what faninist legal theory actually i s . He posed what he 
called the "Schlafly question" (p. 327). That question 
asks if  Phyllis Schlaf ly is a faninist legal theorist.
The answer seans to be an unqualified "yes" because, 
regardless of her stance, the definition includes any 
person who addresses issues of how the legal systan
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affects wonen. Thus even those theories that appear 
inimical to wonen can be considered faninist i f  they 
address hew wonen are affected (Law/sen, 1995).
The ^plication of faninist theory to the legal 
systan is taken a s t^  further in Sterba's (1994) 
analysis of hew the legal system would function i f  i t  
truly incorporated faninist values. He argues that such 
systan of law would be less rigid and more likely to 
consider individual circumstance, and to take a more 
humanistic approach to a ll legal questions. He suggests 
that a faninist justice, which includes the concept of a 
gender-blind or androgynous society, would also 
constitute the foundation of a systan for international 
peace. He also believes that "those who oppose violence 
in international arenas must, in consistency, oppose 
violence against women as well" (p. 173). Rather than 
acc^t the masculinist disputes over when and where i t  
is  appropriate to use force in the pursuit of peace, as 
is often done in internal as well as international 
"peace-keying, " Sterba maintains that people should 
cultivate both their irasculine and feminine sides (as 
they are currently defined). They should eliminate the 
gender stereotyping, eyecially the male stereotype of 
militarism and macho brutality which has marked the 
country's international and internal affairs. In
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Sterba's ideal society, children would be brou^t in 
a itenner "consistent w/ith their native capabilities"
(p. 177), parents would share equally in child rearing 
and household maintenance, men and wonen would be 
etplqyed and paid equally, and society would not glorify 
brutal yo rts such as boxing and football. His vision is 
a peaceable one where men, individually and in groiys, 
do not demonstrate their nanhood by exhibitions of 
force.
Sterba's coneyts of individual reycnsibility  and 
personal freedom are extended by Hill (1993) in his 
analysis of women's r i ^ t  to choose and debates about 
abortion. The legal issue of abortion concems not only 
definitions of when human life  begins and hew courts 
have ruled in the past, but addresses a number of 
feminist considerations about a woman's control over her 
life  and bocfy and her r i ^ t  to make decisions about 
them. As Hill discovered, these concems include 
questions of freedcm, equality, politics, and religion. 
His main point, hoæver, concems the difference between 
personal liberty and political or social liberation. He 
argues that the ideogryh of personal liberty has been 
taken by many as a sort of license to do whatever one 
chooses, including as a rationale for slavery (as free 
enterprise), of women and children as property of a
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male, or Reagan's laissez-faire eccocmic policies. He 
maintains that wonen such as Midonna and Camille Paglia 
"have elevated the cant of free choice and individual 
liberty to a nev plateau, issuing a challenge to the 
perceived 'prudery' of traditional faninists" (p. 3). 
Liberation, on the other hand, refers to "a woman's 
civil r i ^ t  to econanic and political equality, which 
unwanted pregnancies and forced motherhood infringe 
upon" (p. 4). Hill danonstrates hew his analysis can be 
extended far beyond the abortion debate into areas such 
as pomograpfy, pedcphilia, and a woman's personal 
freedcm to choose to be beaten, diminished, or displayed 
as a sexual object, m his conclusion he comments that, 
with this distinction made clear, faninism "will 
continue to be a movanent of liberation, rather than a 
passing fad or fashion statement. Granted, sane women 
and men will selfishly exploit the gains of faninism and 
achieve fame, fortune and notoriety by pandering to the 
libertine sensibility. But that must be recognized, 
named, and fou^t against for what i t  is: backlash" (p.
6 ) .
The issue of personal freedom and the r i^ ts  of 
women is  also the focus of Jensen's (1995) study of 
legal issues of pomogr^hy. The main legal question has 
been whether pomogr^hy is  or should be protected by
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t±e F irst Amendnent guarantee of freedcm of ex$)ression. 
Jensen explains that the question is not about impinging 
on the freedcms of the pomographers and their clients, 
but about balancing those freedcms against another 
freedcm, which he calls "the expressive freedcms of 
women" (p. 2). He defines the assault on these freedcms 
by describing three forms of harm to wonen from 
pomogr^}fy: "(1) the harm to wonen in the production of 
pomograpfy; (2) the harm to wonen who are sexually 
assaulted by men who use pomogr^hy; and (3) the harm 
to a ll wonen living in a culture in which pornography 
reinforces and sexualizes wonen's subordinate status"
(p. 3).
I t  is  the last category where he argues wonen have their 
expressive freedcm curtailed by pomogr^hy. He explains 
hew "the speech of one group (pomographers) effectively 
silences another (wonen) " (p. 11)
There are many places where our legal systan 
silences wonen or ignore their experiences. Even the 
methods of gathering information may sonetimes s tif le  
women's participation, as anith (1994) discovered in his 
research on survey data on violence against wonen. A 
major prdblan with cases of violence is that wonen often 
fa il to r^xxrt cases because they are embarrassed, or 
the fact that the abuser is  an intimate, or because they
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fear retribution. Women may also suppress particularly 
fri^tening events, or they may forget minor incidents 
that occurred long ago. This underr^xxrting is further 
carplicated by sane researchers' narrcw definitions of 
what constitutes violence and abuse. The consequences of 
such underr^xcrting can be tremendous, for "without a 
reasonably accurate measure of victimization, an entire 
survey is  put in jecparcfy, for one cannot knew i f  those 
wonen who disclosed having been abused are 
r^resentative of a ll victims in the sample" (p. 110). 
There are also implications for social policy, because 
"the greater the degree of underr^xxrting, the Icwer the 
estimates of abuse, and the lo æ r  the probability of 
mobilizing resources to canbat the prcblon" (p. 110).
Snith discovered that the way survey questions are 
asked is  one elenent that will dictate the rate of 
response. For an example, he cites a 1982 British survey 
which determined that less than two percent of wxmen had 
been victims of actual or threatened crime " (robbery, 
wounding, assault, indecent assault, rape)". One year 
later a faninist researcher found that almost a ll the 
wonen in the same area had "experienced sane sort of 
male violence during the preceding 12 months" (p. I l l ) . 
Smith provides six strategies to gathering survey data 
on violence against wonen, a ll of which incorporate
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faninist approaches such as asking cpen-ended questions, 
assuring anonymity, and making sure the subject 
understands the questions and what constitutes criminal 
abuse. He concludes that acquiring good data requires 
"adopting a faninist approach to data gathering wdthin a 
conventional survey research framaork" (p. 124). Only 
then, he maintains, will the variety and extent of 
violence against wonen be recognized as the serious 
prdbloti that i t  is.
The fact that women's definitions of harassment or 
abuse may not match those of the legal systan is  also of 
concem in the selection of juries for the tria ls  of 
such cases. In Chonerinsky's (1995) analysis of the role 
gender plays in the make-up of juries he explains that 
men and wonen perceive guilt, responsibility, morality, 
and justice differently, especially in cases of rape or 
sexual harassment. When attorneys exercise their 
perorptory challenges for jury selection, they 
frequently consider those real and presumed differences 
in wonen's perc^tdons. Chamerinsky explored nurærous 
Suprone Court rulings regarding gender-based perorptory 
challenges. The solutdcn he reconmends is to eliminate 
peroptory challenges altogether, partly because i t  is 
impossible for people to overlook gender. He corments: 
"Fron the monent we are bom, gender matters in
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countless ways. I t  affects the names we are given, the 
friends we have, and the way others treat us. [...] In a 
society where gender matters so much, does i t  make sense 
to say that in jury selection gender shouldn't natter?"
(p. 35).
Gender natters also in seme definitions of legal 
standards, such as the "reasonable man" or "reasonable 
person" standard as they ^p ly  to cases of harassment 
and abuse of wonen. In the past few years many courts 
have been ^plying the "reasonable woman" standard. Leo 
(1991) disparages the reasonable woman standard and 
calls for a sex-blind reasonable person standard. He 
explains his position, "if the stereotypes of society 
(i.e ., males and females alike) are the prdblon, why not 
exclude stereotyped viovs instead of sensible male 
viavs?" (p. 30). However, Ruthenglen (1995) supports the 
reasonable wonan standard, commenting that " [a] neutral 
standard, paradoxically, does not even fu lfill the aim 
of neutral treatment of men and women. To refer to a 
victim of sexual harassment as a person, while not 
technically inaccurate, ignores the very reason why that 
victim faced harassment" (p. 496). He goes on to explain 
that empirical research has shewn that there are 
tremendous differences in the reactions of men and worm 
to harassment, and that the "framers of the law of
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sexual harassment are not the foninist, le ftis t liberals 
of conservative iryth" (p. 487). He concludes that the 
law "need not be another battleground bebæen the sexes'' 
and that vhat is really needed is "sane attention to 
vhat the law is and what the facts are" (P. 499).
Gender is clearly an important consideration in  the 
legal syston. All of the men in this section have 
SLÇplied sane nev perspective or interpretation of 
exactly hew gender matters. They have addressed feminism 
and wanen's association with laws, hew those laws are 
enforced, and hew they are interpreted. I t  may well be 
that the current legal/political system and the goals 
and ideals of feninism are truly incompatible. Certainly 
these men have shewn that the legal system is not always 
egalitarian when i t  cones to questions involving gender. 
Although historical legal restrictions on wmen have 
mostly been overthrcwn, the ideas and objectives of 
paær and control which created them s t i l l  exist, and 
the system is far froti providing "justice for a l l . "
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CHAPTER 3 
HXNCMIC FEMINISM
Feminism and econanics is a particularly tou^ 
issue for many men because ecancmic autcnaiy means paær 
in both the public and private spheres. Historically men 
have controlled a ll decisions affecting property and 
finances, regardless of the source of the property 
(Kiirmel & Mosmiller, 1992). Perhaps men have feared that 
i f  wonen had their own financial independence they would 
also have personal and anotional independence, or 
perhaps they feared that wanen m i^ t have superior 
sk ills in managing money. Wonen's increasing involvenent 
in the economic realm constitutes a tremendous shift in 
power, and many men feel threatened by that shift. Yet 
other men have been and continue to be instrumental in 
facilitating wonen's economic independence, and equal 
recognition and compensation for their work. The work 
that women do both in the job market and in the unpaid 
domestic labor of the home have tremendous iitpacts on 
the economy of the nation and the world. The following 
section examines a wide range of men's perspectives and 
ideas on the issues and concerns of wanen and economics.
42
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Property ownership has historically been a measure 
of individual worth and was also used to create class 
distinctions. In most societies a family's property 
passes throu^ the male line, althou^ there have been a 
fev cultures, such as the Lakota Sioux and Navajo, where 
i t  was the wmen who owned property and passed i t  to 
their daughters. In many countries wmen s t i l l  are not 
allowed to own property, and until 1880 in the Uhited 
States a woten's property became her husband's upon 
marriage and she had no legal say in how i t  was used. 
Althou^ these historical restrictions on wonen's 
economic independence has inproved, wmen are s t i l l  
disadvantaged by the economic systen. International 
Labor sta tistics show that wrmen, who constitute at 
least fifty  percent of the world's population, do sixty- 
five percent of the world's work, get less than ten 
percent of a ll wages paid, and own less than one percent 
of a ll property (Salleh, 1992). Ihere are no legal 
barriers in the Ihited States today to wmen acquiring 
or owning property, training for any type of career, or 
holding any particular position in the workplace, s t i l l  
only 5% of the CED's in the Fortune 500 capanies are 
wonen, and while male executives earn an average of 
$60,000 annually, fannale executives earn about half as 
much. I t has also been dsncnstrated that salary
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differentials are greater between men and wmen than 
between blacks and whites (Facts of File, 1995). Wonen 
are head-of-household in most hones wntii belcw-poverty 
level incone. According to 1989 figures, men's earnings 
were 143 percent of wonen's, and if  part-tdme workers 
and welfare recipients are included, men earned 195 
percent what wonen did (Connell, 1993).
Part of the problem with wonen's access to econanic 
equality is  the stereotyping of wonen's ab ilities and 
needs in the workplace. Wonen's incone has often been 
perceived as supplonentary, and their work often viaved 
as not as valuable or requiring as much sk ill or 
comnitment as men's work. In the early 20th century, 
along with social roles and assurrpticns, the D^ressicn 
of the 1930s le ft wonen at a disadvantage in getting any 
job. curing this period, 26 states had laws prohibitdng 
married wonnen fran having a job that a man m i^t do 
(Douglas, 1994, p. 45). Then came World Vfer II when the 
wartime propaganda encouraged women to be like Rosie the 
Rivetor and take cn those jobs in manufacturing and 
industry for the machines and equipment of the war 
effort (which ironically would eventually k ill or maim 
mary of their fathers, husbands, brothers, lovers, and 
sons). Following the end of the war, with so many 
returning vets, women wore encouraged to leave their
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jobs to make way for the men-4 million wonen were fired 
(Douglas, 1994, p. 47).
Today women constitute nearly half of the workforce 
in the united States (Facts on File, 1995) . One of the 
effects of the entrance of wonen into the workforce is  
that i t  reduces their d̂ Dendence on men. As Astrachan 
(1986) sunmarized in his analysis of the development of 
wonen's economic independence, "Wonen who worked for 
pay, even in lew-paying pink-collar and other 
stereotyped jobs, had less need for men as suppliers of 
the money and sta tus...'' (p. 266).
Those low-paying pink-collar jobs such as clerical, 
sales, and care-giving, however, are the only fields in 
which many wonen today are able to find etplcyment, and 
wonen often have a hard time breaking into traditionally 
male fields. The reasons the traditionally male 
positions and fields are tough for wonen to enter are 
many, including educational opportunities, internal 
corporate cultures, social attitudes, and lack of 
government diligence in enforcing equal-opportunity 
regulations (Facts on file , p. 229).
One area where wonen have historically met with 
barriers and restrictions of stereotyping is in the 
traditionally male area of science. Science has 
historically been considered masculine because both
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irasculinity and science have been associated with 
objectivity, logic, and autcocny. For exanple, Clayton 
(1995) wrote about wonen in the field of astrcnory and 
admitted that white men are angry when they perceive 
that hard-to-cane-hy positions in astrcnary are filled  
more often by hiring quotas than because a candidate is 
most qualified. Astronomers are predominantly white and 
rrale and wonen are only now beginning to be hired in 
that field  in any numbers. Clayton conments that without 
affirmative action the trend toward including wonen and 
minorities woild be much slower if  i t  happened a t a ll.
He writes, "affirmative action barely hurts the 
majority, and greatdy benefits the minority" (p. 33).
His conclusion is that including wonen in traditionally 
itale fields my not only irrprove the economic status of 
wonen, but may serve to introduce different perspectives 
and ways of doing things into those fields.
Scnnert (1995) found that the barriers to wonen in 
fields of physical science and m th extend beyond 
inequities in h i^  school and college education and 
early career opportunities. "Among the younger wonen in 
the physical sciences, mthanatics, and engineering, for 
exanple, the average academic status was almost one full 
rank below the men's" (p. 54). He interviaæd many wonen 
who had careers in science, and discovered that 73
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percent had experienced discriminatory treatment such as 
that "[c]olleagues, co-workers, and superiors didn't 
talk to than as much or consult than for input. This 
subdued but noticeable marginalizatian in the social 
systan of science made i t  harder for wonen ta achieve 
visibility" (p. 54). His research was aimed at trying to 
determine what forces ke^  wonen fron advancing in these 
fields even after they manage to break into than. He 
concludes that there are two major factors. One he calls 
a "deficit model" which "arphasizes structural 
obstacles—legal, political, and social—that exist (or 
existed earlier) within the social systan of science.
The other, the "difference model" focuses on "deep- 
rooted differences in the outlook and goals of wonen and 
men, be they innate or the result of socialization and 
cultural values" (p. 55). In summary he conments that 
one of the prescriptions to iitproving the position of 
wonen in science, and indeed in a ll fields, is  to "raise 
men's awareness of gender issues. Although one may 
suppose most male scientists today would not 
deliberately discriminate against wonen, there are many 
well-intentioned men who have li t t le  g ra^  of the more 
hidden and cotplex issues" (p. 56).
Discrimination against wonen occurs not only in the 
job market but in the ecoxmic system as well. In his
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analysis of the effectzs of social and political policies 
cn welfare recipientzs, Schram discovered that prejudice 
against single mothers reinforces the "foninization of 
poverty" (p. 55). Cultural conservatives have created a 
backlash against feminism hy suggesting that social 
problems of "increased crime, unemployment, poor school 
performance, family deterioration, and welfare 
dependency" can be blamed cn the "decadent" cultural 
ideas implied by such sitcoms as Murphy Brown, Schram 
suggests. He asserts that such "propagandizing of the 
two-parent family" is "embedded in the sexist, racist, 
and eccncmically exclusionary practices of ccntaiporary 
society" and i t  "aggressively silences attaiipts to 
articulate a family policy which could insure that a ll 
families have the resources to be able to avoid poverty" 
(p. 57). When these exclusionary social attitudes 
dictate econanic policies and assistance programs, they 
increase the econanic g ^  between ethnic groups and 
between men and women. He charted the percentage 
increase in below-poverty households headed by women 
from 1955 until 1990, canmenting that such a shift was a 
result of attitudes and "is indeed troubling" because of 
the "increased risks for children" in many areas of 
social and educational opportunities (p. 65). Throu^xxit 
his analysis he stresses hov attitudes ingrained in
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social and political policies reinforce the 
marginalization of poor wonen and. children. "Wcrk and 
family are assurrptions" he concludes, they are cultural 
norms around which policy is structured "so as to help 
sustain the existing social, political, and econanic 
arrangonents" to the inevitable disadvantage of those 
who are situated outside the socially ^proved groups
(p. 80).
Wonen are thus twice disadvantaged in national 
eccoanies. F irst they contribute to the nation's 
econanic welfare by their unpaid dansstic labor of 
hananaking and child rearing. Then they are denied 
respect and recognition by social attitudes and policies 
and denied assistance that would help them continue to 
be hananakers when there is no source of outside incane. 
Even women who have jobs outside the hone generally have 
the greater responsibility for housework and child care. 
C ^i ta ils  tic  exploitation of women's unpaid labor is 
addressed in Kain's (1993) stud/ of the econanic value 
and inpact of women as unpaid domestic laborers, which 
c^italism  does not include in its  accounting.
Kain begins by explaining Carl Rbrx's definitions 
of oppression and alienation. Oppression is  related to 
damnation as the unrecarpensed use or abuse of another, 
while "alienation occurs when individuals engage in
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activity that gives rise to a product, result, or 
institution that then esc^xes the control of the 
individuals involved" (p. 122). Thus one may be 
dominated and oppressed without being alienated, but if  
one is  alienated she or he is most certainly oppressed.
In the case of wonen's unpaid domestic labor of 
housework and child rearing, the work may be regarding 
and satisfying when they are freely chosen. "But if  they 
are expected of a housevife, i f  they are her duty, if  
she is  coerced into doing than, i f  i t  is  her role, her 
destiny, then they become slavish and oppressive" (p.
128). He uses this exanple to shew hew housoAork and 
child rearing may be oppressive without being 
alienating.
Kain goes on to explain hew, in a capitalist 
society, oppression is intensified by the exploitation 
of wonen's domestic labor. The capitalist uses this 
domestic labor to maintain workers and reduce their need 
for increased subsistence income that they would 
otherwise need to pay for such service. "House work and 
child care, then, are necessary to produce and maintain 
the value of labor power. The housemorker produces use 
values — prepares food, sqab clothing, provides shelter, 
and contributes to the upbringing and education of the 
worker or future worker" (p. 130). The iirpact is  even
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greater as capitalism draws women and children into the 
factory, increasing the family's need for purchasing 
goods and services previously supplied hy the woman, 
while not increasing the family's inccme sufficiently to 
ccnpensate for the costs of providing those goods or 
services.
Kain's stuc^ continues with an assessment of the 
process of capitalism usurping women's labor and 
creating alienation within the family. The fact that the 
woman "must new wo»rk both in the factory as well as in 
the heme, produces intense alienation" (p. 131) as the 
fruits of her labor accrue to the cwner, while the 
purchase of the goods and services she previously 
provided herself introduce alienation into the home.
Thus, according to Kain, women are doubly exploited, in 
both the labor force and at heme. A woman "has to engage 
in surplus labor in the factory over and above the 
necessary labor needed to r^roduce her wage, which 
surplus labor the c ^ ita lis t ^prcpriates directly, 
which he exploits; and she also engages in necessary 
labor at heme (necessary to the maintenance and 
r^roduction of labor pcwer), which she is not paid for, 
and which the c ^ ita lis t does not ^prcpriate directly, 
but which he benefits frcm by saving his surplus value"
(p. 133). Kain concludes by demonstrating hew the
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process of oppression and alienation for wonen in a 
capitalist society becomes self-perpetuating.
Becker (1995) also commented on the impact of 
wonen's domestic labor on the national economy, saying 
that "housoAork is  not recognized when measuring the 
goods and services that make up the gross domestic 
product [GDP]. This undervalues the contributions of 
wonen, since they are responsible for most of household 
production" (p. 30). He points out that even in 
egalitarian and modem countries such, as Sweden wrmen 
contribute well over half (about 70%) of the total time 
spent in domestic duties. He argues that this work needs 
to be recognized as a crucial portion of a nation's 
eccncmy, not only because i t  would "provide a more 
accurate picture of GDP and growth" but would also 
"raise the self-respect of women and men who stay a t 
heme to care for children and do other houssAOrk" (p.
30).
Not only is the unpaid domestic labor of women an 
issue of eccncmic systanns generally, but is  also part of 
the family eccncmy in any marriage. Because men s t i l l  
tend to earn more outside the heme than women, and 
because the value of domestic labor is not adequately 
accounted for, men usually have more power and control 
in the eccncmics of marriage. In his analysis of power
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in the econanics of marriage, Poliak (1994) uses three 
models to describe the sources of the poær inequities 
in the econanics of rtarriage. One of these models, which 
he calls the "altruist model" discusses a 'take i t  or 
leave i t ' type of attitude fron the altru ist "(husband, 
father, dictator, patriarch), " (p. 148) which puts the 
rest of the family in a position of being supplicants. 
AlthoL#! this situation is r^ id ly  changing in many 
American families, i t  is not uncarmon and remains the 
norm in many other nations. Pollack's other models 
include "cooperative models" such as the "divorce- 
threat" model or the "s^xarate-spheres " models which 
rely on a "threat point" which determines what each 
party has to gain by reaching agreement. For instance, 
in the "divorce-threat models the threat point is the 
u tility  each spouse would receive in the event of 
divorce" (p. 148). He also describes the less-catmon 
"ncn-cocperative" models which he describes as 
"altemating-offer" or "voluntary-contribution game." 
These various models orphasize the division of surpluses 
of value in marriage and "presuppose that at least seme 
marriages generate substantial surpluses whose 
distributions are determined by bargaining within 
marriage rather than by prior agreonent" (p. 149). Each 
model atterpts to explain sane of the issues of pcwer
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and donination in the gendered econanics of marriage. 
Pollack examines various criticisms of these models of 
distribution as they evaluate econanic pCMer relations 
in marriage.
The issue of pomer in the econanics of itarriage is 
also the focus of Astrachan's (1986) evaluation of men's 
response to wonen's danands for econanic and political 
poær. Because men s t i l l  tend to earn more than wonen, 
he explained, men have more poær and control in the 
econanics of marriage. Recent changes in the area of 
household economics are d ifficult for rtany men because 
i t  means that they have less po^er over wonen. He 
carmented, "sane of us feel outraged because wonen are 
rejecting the gifts of the breadwinner that we labored 
for, and that we thou^t shewed our love and would win 
their admiration" (p. 202). His analysis hi^ilights sate 
of the prdblans and misunderstandings men experience 
with wonen's datands' for economic freedom.
Wanen are not only the objects or recipients of 
the effects of economic systems and practices however, 
for they also influence business and catmerce in diverse 
ways. How fendnist theory may influence business was the 
focus of Wicks, Gilbert, and Freeman's (1994) 
examination of the economic theory called "stakeholder 
conc^t." The stakeholder concept is a theory of
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business ethics which they found to have been 
constructed with masculinist assunpticns and language. 
They determined that a feninist approach better 
explained relational and ethical situations within 
corporations. They listed  five masculinist ideas that 
guide corporate activity:
1) the notion that corporations should be thou^t 
of primarily as an "autonomous entity, " bounded off 
from its  external environment; 2) that corporations 
can and should enact or control their external 
environment; 3) that the language of carpetiticn 
and conflict best describes the character of 
managing a firm; 4) that the mode of thinking we 
arplcy in generating strategy should be 
"objective"; and 5) that corporations should 
structure power and authority within s tr ic t 
hierarchies (p. 478-479).
The authors examine each of these assumptions throu^ a 
lens of feminist theory, and explain hew such a 
perspective could improve the ethical and social aspects 
of corporate cperations. Tb^ conclude that a feminist 
perspective imbues stakeholder managanent with means of 
"effective forms of cooperation, decentralizing power 
and authority, and building consensus among stakeholders
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throu^ caririunicaticn to generate strategic 
direction" (p. 493)..
The in s is ts  and ideas that these men have provided 
may help people reassess assumptions worm's role in 
business and professions, hew economic systems and 
development affect wonen, and hew a feninist perspective 
may improve business ethics and economic systans 
generally. Althou^ there are many other economic issues 
affecting wonen, and many economic issues that might 
benefit from a feminist analysis, these fav articles by 
men hi^xLi^t how individuals can incorporate nav 
perspectives into cortncnly accepted economic beliefs, 
attitudes, and practices.
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CHAPTER 4
SOCIAL FEMINISM
Much recent academic discourse concerns the many 
social aspects of feminism. I t  is  a difficult 
classification not only because of the wide range of 
topics covered, but also because there are some critical 
considerations that have a tremendous impact on hew 
society is structured. Social feminism includes such 
considerations as the basic question of why and how men 
and women differ in their perspectives and ways of doing 
things, and hew those differences are evaluated and 
reinforced by society. This section addresses aspects of 
women's oppression that are often the most d ifficu lt to 
overcome because no law can force people to think or 
believe a certain way. Because of the diversity of 
topics in social feminism, this category is further 
divided into areas of feminine essentialism, académies 
and education, and communication. These three 
classification catprise the general focus of the topics 
that the authors in this portion of the stuc^ have 
examined.
57
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Articles by men in this section deal with attsrp ts 
to define differences in men's and wonen's behavior, and 
what those differences mean. There are pieces that 
examine wonen in education and how female children are 
ta u ^ t differently than male children. The section 
devoted to ccrnnunicatian includes issues of how language 
is  gendered, how interpersonal communication affects 
male/fanale relations, and how the media stereotype the 
sexes.
Essentialism
Faninine essentialism deals with the question of 
whether there is an essential faninine nature or i f  a ll 
nan-biological definitions of gender are purely social 
constructs. The debate is at the root of many faninist 
controversies. Cne group, whose manbers include such 
notables as Gertrude Stein and Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 
naintain that the belief that wmen are essentially 
different from men has permitted the oppression of 
wonen. If society visAS the male as the standard, and 
wonen are essentially different, then wonen must be 
inferior. Another group, whose menbers adhere to the 
belief in innate fanale characteristics, respond that 
wonen's differences do not make than lesser, but the
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system of evaluating those differences. This group finds 
support frcm various researchers, such as the often 
cited stuK  ̂hy Carol Gilligan which demonstrated 
differences in the way men and wonen viev morality, hew 
each gender conceives of responsibility, and hew they 
form and express their ideas. Both groups, hewever, 
object to society's tendency to consider men as humans 
and wonen as fanales.
The notion of essentialism my have far-reaching 
effects on many aspects of pecple's lives. For instance 
in Epstein's (1995) attempt to define faninist legal 
theory, he gets tangled in the sticky question of 
faninine essentialism. His critique examines the 
differences between the beliefs of different faninist 
groups such as cultural faninists and radical faninists. 
He ackncwledges that "the richness and diversity of 
feminist thou^t is ... a sign of its  vitality" (p. 332) 
but points out that a ll these different faninists have 
different viavs of the source and meaning of wonen's 
differences, and therefore hew the law should 
accatmodate wonen. Sane cultural faninists maintain that 
wonen are different "because they are more canmitted to 
the preservation and transmission of life , while men are 
more concerned with individual transcendence or social 
control" (p. 31). Other cultural faninists "are willing
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to ackncwledge sore role for biological influences in 
the creation and naintenance of social roles and legal 
order, while s t i l l  other claim that law itey be an 
' irretrievable male' discipline" because i t  treats 
individuals as reponsible entities separate frcm 
society. Epstein tends to align himself with those who 
believe in innate differences between men and wmen. He 
cites the biological fact of innate differences between 
the behaviors and ^proaches of various male and female 
animals, especially primates, in their different 
strategies for procreation because of the distinct form 
their contributions to procreation take. He cites these 
biologically-based differences as indication of the 
innate differences between men and wmen.
However Alper (1985) argues that biology should not 
dictate social structure nor reinforce cultural 
stereotypes. He claims that most studies of male/fanale 
differences are flawed either in their methods, 
interpretations, or underlying assumptions. He carmented 
that theories about biological explanations of social 
differences go back to the nineteenth-century brain 
research by Paul Broca who found that there was a 
significant difference in brain w ei^t between men and 
wonen. Yet, Alper explained, when Stephen Jay Gould 
analyzed Broca's results he found that when corrections
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were rrede for tody  size the brain size difference 
disappeared.
Alper (1985) discussed other supposed ccnnectians 
between cognitive differences between men and wonen and 
their brain structure. TWa studies were based cm the 
fact that the le ft and r i ^ t  hemispheres of the brain 
are responsible for different tasks. The studies are 
based on the theory that men's brains are more 
asynmetric than wonen's which would account for those 
differences in their cognitive ab ilities. Alper 
discounted the studies as unscientific in their 
"sampling techniques, cognitive tests, confounded 
variables, and sta tistica l analysis" (p. 9-10). He 
argues that interpretation of data may easily be skamed 
by the biases of the observer because, " [a] s scientific 
theory is  developed, the values become so embedded in i t  
that they becane both inseparable fron and hidden in the 
theory" (p. 11). He determined that the conclusions of 
these studies were "based on more factors than sirtply an 
analysis of the experimental evidence" (p. 34). Yet 
because researchers on the human brain are "stud/ing a 
material entity that obeys the laws of the natural 
sciences" their conclusions are generally afforded 
greater validity" (p 7-8).
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Alper also explains t±at t±ie presence of a 
particular tra it in wonen and not men does not 
danonstrate t±at being female is source of that tra it.
For instance, wonen tend score hi^ner on verbal ^ titude 
tests. "Hzwever, because socialization of the sexes 
begins a t the mcment of birth, a s^xaration of 
biological and environmental influences on behavior is 
inpossible" (p. 8).
He concludes that "these theories have been based on the 
notion that group differences reflect an essential 
difference in the humanity of the manbers of these 
groups ... a notion that has proved to be to tally  
bankrupt, not only morally, but also scientifically, and 
should be rejected once and for all" (p. 35).
Grim (1992) also attacked the so-called scientific 
evidence of wonen's innate characteristics and the use 
of such evidence as justification for assigning roles 
and responsibilities differently to men and wonen. Like 
Alper, he found fault wdth the data, how i t  was 
interpreted, and the conclusions researchers developed 
frcm i t .  He also maintains that even if  the research 
were scientifically valid, the assignment of roles and 
stereotypes that have resulted frcm such studies would 
not necessarily follow. "There are very fa^ tasks indeed 
which call for one and only one simple qualification, "
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he explains, and "t±ie qualifications for most tasks is  a 
complicated matter of balance of different ab ilities, 
some of which may be tied to fundamental characteristics 
and many of which may not be" (p. 12). Thus, even i f  i t  
were proven that wmen always have greater dexterity 
than men doesn't mean they will be better typists, or 
brain surgeons. Grim's conclusion, as Alper's, is that 
such scientific evidence of biological differences in 
the ab ilities of men and wonen are worthless for 
justifying gender discrimination. "In l i ^ t  of the deep 
difficulties of attarpting any satisfactory test, in 
l i ^ t  of the social dangers of a te s t gone wrong, in 
light of the inconclusiveness of the best of data for 
any social purposes, and given the variety of genuinely 
pressing danands on our social energies, I see l i t t le  
reason for continuing such testing" (p. 16).
Whether wonen are essentially different or merely 
socialized to be so is  also the focus of Digerser's 
(1994) stuK^ on essentialism and perfonrativity. He 
argues against one anti-essentialist stance that gender, 
sex and self are not part of our natures but merely 
"results of socially governed performances" (p. 655). 
Contrary to the conc^t of perfonrativity and of 
essentialism, he maintains that there excLst both a 
constant, internal self and a d/namic self that is  not
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ccostrained by external factors. His in.-depth and quite 
philoscpihical analysis of the natxjre of self and hew i t  
is  constructed concludes that, althou^ there are some 
constiantis and seme d/namics to the constzruct of self, "a 
specific politics does not follow from a given ontology" 
(p. 672).
All these studies of the many different viavs on 
whether wonen's and men's differences are innate or 
social seem to conclude that, regardless of whether a 
tra it is  genetic or learned, part of an essential nature 
or created by social conditioning, stereotypes serve 
only to harper everyone's personal development. What 
many feminists have feared is that continued studies 
into these differences will cause those differences that 
women posses to be undervalued. The message from most of 
the men in this section is that the merits of studies on 
rrale/female differences in brain function are dubious 
and the conclusions unsupported. They otphasize that i t  
is  especially crucial that no social or political 
restrictions on any group should follow from the results 
of suoh studies. Diversity among individuals must be 
celebrated without attributing that individual.' s 
qualities to other members of the same group.
Stereotyping serves only to harper everyone's personal 
expression.
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Academics and Education
Much recent attention has been focused on hew the 
educational system has encouraged and promoted gender 
stereotypes and has guided wonen into traditionally 
female fields of stuc^ such as liberal arts while 
guiding men into traditionally male areas such as math 
and sciences. Historically wonen were discouraged frcm 
entering college and receiving advanced degrees, lyfen 
have participated in the battles against the various 
restrictions women face in education. As one nineteenth 
century poet wrote:
Ye fusty old fogies. Professors by name,
A deed you've been doing, of sorrow and shame: 
Thou^ placed in your chairs to spread knowledge 
abroad.
Against half of mankind you would shut up the road. 
The fair sex from science you seek to withdraw 
Ey enforcing against than a stric t Salic law:
Is i t  fear? is i t  envy? or what can i t  be?
And why should a woman not get a degree?
(Quoted in Kimmel & Mosmiller, p. 20).
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AlthoL#! vorien are permitted into a ll fields of 
stuc^ today, barriers s t i l l  exist in t±e form of early 
stereotypes. In his stuc^ of subtle sexism in science 
classes, Peltz (1990) discovered maty inpediments to 
g irls in science. Cultural biases, which children learn 
quite early "have been found to have a great impact on 
wonen's perfonrence in science" (p. 44). There is l i t t le  
difference betvæen pre-school boys and girls in their 
interest and exploration of the natural w rld. Yet boys 
are encouraged to tinker with mechanical and scientific 
projects while young g irls are guided into more domestic 
projects. In classrocms boys are more likely to assume 
control of lab equipnent, especially if  there is not 
enou^ to go around, and the girls do not challenge them 
for i t .  Class projects also tend to use objects with 
which beys are more familiar, such as car batteries. 
Finally, "[tjeachers have been observed to ask a 
question of the class and then look at a male student, 
as i f  a female would not be expected to provide the 
ansv\er" (p. 48). Beys are called on more frequently, are 
asked more ccnplex questions, and "given more extensive 
feedback" (p. 48). Peltz concludes his study with a 
l i s t  of recanmendaticns for teachers and schools 
generally to irplement that would encourage young g irls
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in science, and which could also be ^p lied  in ot±er 
classrocm situations.
Stereotyping can enter into classroon teaching in 
nary other forons than teachers' expectations of their 
students. Kellermeier (1994) r^orted  on hew the data 
used in teaching statistics courses can encourage 
stereotyping. An instructor used vocational stereotypes 
in teaching two sections of the same elonentary 
sta tistics class. In the f irs t class the exarrples used 
reinforced traditional vocational roles, in the second 
the genders were reversed in the examples so that they 
challenged those stereotypes. The students then took a 
test designed to measure hew much they each agreed with 
traditional vocational stereotypes. Students in the 
f irs t class wore more prejudiced about roles than in the 
second class, and the reinforcement of stereotyping was 
more successful than was the challenge to i t .
Feminists have challenged many of the biases 
inherent in the design of course curriculum, methods of 
teaching, and the whole educational system. ]yfeny claim 
that traditional pedagogy has taken a patriarchal and 
hierarchical ^proach where the instructor stands a t the 
head of the class and lectures to students. Feminist 
pedagogy, other the other hand, "is different from male- 
oriented, traditional pedagogies, as i t  aims to involve
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students in  discussion, teaching than that kncwledge 
incorporates an awareness of the self and the political 
and social milieu ... " (Robertson, 1994, p. 11) Such an 
approach to teaching and what has been included in the 
curriculum is  challenged by mary feminists. Shrewsbury 
(1993) believes that "[f]eninist pedagogy begins with a 
vision of what education m i^t be like but frequently is 
not. This is  a vision of the classroom, as a liberatory 
environment in which wa, teacher-student and student- 
teacher, act as subjects, not objects" (p. 8). Feminist 
pedagogy has questioned not only whose history, 
research, and literature is tau ^ t, and whose point of 
view is expressed and whose silenced, but how knowledge 
and infonration is shared or transmitted
One claim made by feminists such as Harding (1991) 
is  that science and scientific research are androcentric 
and sexist because of the politics that inform the 
objectives of scientific inquiry and because of the 
masculine cognitive style and assumptions of science. 
Feminists feel that scientists ignore contextual values 
in science and falsely believe science to be purely 
objective. Feminists also criticize the masculinist 
language of science which, feminists claim, is  rife  with 
met^hors about sex and power, even r^ae, as scientists 
dominate and conquer nature and penetrate secrets of the
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universe. As Sandra Itirding wrote in a le tte r to the New 
York Times. "If we put i t  in the most blatant terms used 
today, we'd talk about marital rape, the husband as 
scientist forcing nature to his washes (Quoted in Soble, 
1995).
Hcwever, Soble (1995) disputes accusations that 
science is  masculinist. He finds such claims to be 
mostly unfounded, and fears that the association of 
science with rape "is unfortunate, not only for the 
r^xitations of those who engage in or extol science, but 
also for our understanding of its  history" (p. 193).
Sane men also debate the idea that feminism has arything 
new to offer science. In his evaluation. Gross (1994) 
claims that feninists say only that a feminist science 
would be different, but do not state exactly hew. "Like 
a ll Utopians these feminist are short on specifics and 
we are never told what such a science as science would 
look lik e ..."  (p. 434). Grint and Woolgar (1995) take a 
similar view in their critique of feminism in the 
research and development of technology. They claim that 
even i f  technology is politically hierarchical or 
masculinist, as in military ^plications, doesn't insure 
that i t  must be so. They question if  "same women's 
organizations develop a rigid hierarchical chain of 
catrmand, does this mean that they too are coerced by a
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political technology or fcy a masculine technology? In 
either case, this poses problems in trying to account 
for seme counterexanples" (p. 294). Like Gross, they 
find no validity in feminist claims that feminism truly 
has something new to offer science.
On the other hand some men have recognized the 
value of feminist theory in science and research.
Canpbell (1994) explains that a feminist constructron of 
erpiricism
when i t  is properly conceived, presents a 
canc^tron of social knowledge that ccmbines the 
ideal of realist objectivity \with the virtues of 
being politically subversive, alive to the 
relevance of contextual values, diversely 
motivated, and able to view its  own methodology as 
the product of social constructian and hence 
subject to erpirical inquiry and revision (p. 90). 
His assessment seems to demonstrate that how people 
conceive of science is a product of social ccnditrcning, 
and that feminism can offer a new way to acquire and 
reevaluate knowledge. He explains that a feminist 
^proach to science recognizes the interconnectedness 
between the scientist and what is studied.
The men who have considered and assessed women's 
role in education seem to agree that education is  a
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critical part of socialization, both in what is  tau ^ t 
and hew. Sane have shewn that women have been 
disadvantaged by the educational system, or that 
feminism has much to offer formal education and the 
entire realm of ^istomology. Ifen, especially men in 
educational fields, have a responsibility to understand 
feminism and feminist concerns in education. The many 
men who write and speak about issues in that field  have 
here demonstrated i t  can be done.
Communication
Feminist catmunication considerations include 
analyses of language and hew i t  is gendered, forms of 
interpersonal caimunication, and hew women are depicted 
or referred to in the media. Much human understanding 
and self-definition comes from the images heard, read, 
or seen, and often these images create sexual 
stereotypes. Sexual stereotyping begins in early infancy 
with hew baby g irls and boys are treated. Such 
stereotyping is  evident in children's stories throu^ 
the classical literature and philosophy people s tu ^  in 
h i^  school and college. I t  pervades the mass and 
electronic media; hew women are portrayed on television, 
in films, and in books, navsp^)ers, and magazines.
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Mich of this gender stereotyping is  based in 
language. Language not only allows people to transmit 
messages and ideas, i t  also helps form individuals' 
ccoc^ts of reality and self. Burke (1989) determined 
that "even if  a given terminology is a r e f le c tio n  of 
reality, by its  very nature i t  is a se lec tio n  of
reality; and to this extent i t  must function also as a
d eflec tio n  of reality" (p. 115). The reality  that 
language creates can encourage or discourage, erpcwer or 
disable. Bate (1992) explained, "Wards do in fact harm
people. They may not leave bruises, but they leave marks
on human spirits ..." (p. 76).
The English language is  sexist in much of its  
construction and use. A prime example is  the use of the 
generic "he" to connote any person, and the use of "men" 
to mean humanity. Seme researchers do not fully g ra^  
the impact of such language, as Dusseau (1994) in his 
critncism of "fuddydudc  ̂ feminism" and femiinists ' 
insistence on elirminating sexism in language. He 
catplained that the changes that "nevly aroused 
feminism" (p. 497) requests are nonsensical and 
unnecessary. Such changes mey also a lter the meaning of 
the sentence. He uses as an example when an editor 
changed his sentence "The increasingly sophisticated and 
disillusioned life  of Vfestem man" to "Vfestem peoples. "
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He wrote "this is  an orendaticn up with which I w ill not 
put, for i t  changes the idea intended" (p. 497). And 
indeed i t  m i^t change the idea intended. He m i^t not 
have intended to include women in his statement.
Women have been invisible in research, in history, 
and they are often invisible in language. An example 
Baker (1984) uses to h i^ ili^ t this fact is  his comment 
that " it is  something of a truism to say that 'man is  a 
rational animal, ' while 'woman is a rational animal' is 
quite debatable" (p. 50). He closed his artic le  with the 
proposal that "contenporary feminists should advocate 
the utilization, of neutral proper names and the 
elimination of gender from our language [...] ; and th ^  
should vigorously protest any utilization of the third- 
person pronouns 'he' and 'she' as examples of sexist 
discrimination" (p. 63).
Various studies have demonstrated the wrrmen do not 
feel included in comments about the generic "he." Bate 
(1992) stresses the fact that "Wards are tools for 
creating ideas, poems, and plans; they are also weapons 
for controlling, misleading, or otherwise harming human 
beings" (p. 76). She goes on to explain hew women feel 
invisible in language, that they see themselves only as 
some subset of "man, " and hew confusing the generic male 
language can be. She described an instance of young
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g irls bringing blank pennissicn slips back to school 
because the notes read "your child should bring his 
permission slip  to school," and the g irls didn't believe 
that meant than as well (p. 79).
Hew language is  constructed and used dictates a 
great deal of hew people conceive of the idea being 
discussed, as Baker (1984) danonstrated in his article 
about hew men and women talk about each other. He 
explains that language not only corraunicates ideas of 
others, but helps to create than. And, he points out,
"the conc^tion of women embedded in our language is 
male chauvinistic" (p. 45). For instance the slang or 
colloquial words we use to talk about women create 
images of sexual playthings or animals that men use or 
hunt, such as doll, chick, or fox.
Baker further demonstrates that the language pecple 
use to talk about sex and sexuality also demonstrate a 
negative concept. For instance those really mean and 
nasty terms pecple use to wish harm upon someone, such 
as "fuck you" or "screw you, " are also terms used to 
describe sexual intercourse. The idea that a sexual acts 
are cruel or harmful is embedded in such language, and 
the concepts thus cannunicated influence pecple's via\; 
of sexuality. Baker points out that i t  may become 
psychologically difficult for a woman to separate the
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idea that a man may want to have sexual relations fron 
the idea that he wants to harm her. He writes:
Passive constructions of "fucked, " "screwed, " and 
"had" indicate a female role. They can also be used 
to indicate being harmed as "I've been screæd" 
("fucked," "had," "taken," and so on) when we have 
been sold shodc^ merchandise, or canned out of 
valuables. [...] Hence we conceive of a person who 
plays the female sexual role as scmeone who is 
being harmed, (p. 48-49).
He continues to give examples of hew language not only 
reflects but constructs reality, and concludes with the 
comment, "The limits of our language are the limits of 
our world" (p. 53).
The limits created by language are reinforced by 
the limits irtposed by the stereotyping in literature. 
Science fiction author Isaac Asimov (1969) commented 
that Shakespeare, who was lauded for capturing human 
nature a t its  truest and most naked, portrayed his 
heroines as "much superior to his heroes in 
intelligence, character and moral strength" (p. 434). 
Shakespeare is  an exception, Asimov explains, as most 
literature teaches women that they are not those things, 
that they are inferior to men, and that their 
inferiority is  an inevitable part of being female.
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The inferiority of women is evident in much of the 
literature pecple read. Children's literature begins to 
teach children about women's inferiority while they are 
s t i l l  very young. Studies of children's stories have 
demonstrated that male characters have more interesting 
and diverse roles than do female characters. One 
researcher noted, "the majority shew fatales as 
caretakers: mothers, princesses, helpers in the kitchen, 
teachers, nurses. The males act in the larger sphere, as 
f i l te r s , explorers, adventurers of various sorts"
(Temple, 1993, p. 90). Another researcher into 
children's stories noted that "the attributes and 
functions frequently assigned to the feminine role are 
less hi^nly valued than those attributed to the 
masculine role" (McDonald, 1989, p. 390). These studies 
do not shew what effect such role stereotyping may have 
on children's develcpment, hcwever, as McDonald also 
cautioned that "long-term effects of the type of 
literature a child is  exposed to on his or her la ter sex 
role orientation have yet to be established. " Yet, he 
concludes, "Children need to see opportunities and 
expectations that reflect a new reality, for many of the 
rigid boundaries that once defined the sexes are no 
longer valid" (p. 398, 400).
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Such gender stereotyping as is found in children's 
literature may also be found in the literature that 
older children and adults read throu^nout their lives.
For instance Thares (1991) described the sexist ideology 
that Jean-Jaques Rousseau presented in  his writings. As 
Thonas explained, Rousseau claimed that only wonen and 
cripples were suited to certain tasks because they m i^t 
soften or orasculate men. Another writer of Rousseau's 
era, lyfery Wbllenstonecraft, "was quick to see the 
connection between Rousseau's sexual politics and other 
aspects of his political theory to recognize the danger 
to wonen posed by the popularity of Rousseau's writings" 
(p. 196). Writings by historical figures such as 
Rousseau are common fare for high school and college 
studaits.
W^nen's portrayal and presence in the print media 
extends beyond literature into popular rragazines and 
newspapers. A content analysis over a five-year period 
danonstrated that wotien are greatly underr^resented in 
nsft/sp^sers stories. The stuc^ found that, in front-page 
itans, 85 percent of the individuals referred to or 
solicited for comment were men, and that 66 percent of 
the authors of front-page stories were men (Gersh,
1993).
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Sexism is prevalent not only in the print media but 
in other forms of media as well. Images of wmen in the 
electronic media are frequently stereotyped by both the 
roles they play and hew the interact with the male 
characters. Butler (1993) demonstrated hew even those 
television programs intended for viewing by wonen are 
s t i l l  sexist and reinforce patriarchal attitudes. In his 
evaluation of the program Designing lAfcmen , he noted 
that when star Delta Burke was fired frcm the shew the 
popular press concluded that i t  was because she had 
gained too much w ei^t. He concluded that her w ai^t 
became a symbol of her unwillingness to conform, "a 
sign, virtually and index, of her unmanageable 
character" and that she had "shed the masquerade of 
femininity that wmen must preserve if  they wish to 
remain visible and powerful in patriarchal culture" (p. 
15).
Jhally (1994a) also studied messages presented by 
television and film, particularly music videos and 
catmercials. He found the women to be portrayed as 
objects of men's sexual interest rather than individuals 
in their cwn r i ^ t .  He explained that the story of 
women's sexuality as told by the media is a story of 
men's fantasies. Man are the producers and writers of 
these stories, and i t  is  their fantasies that are being
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displayed for the purpose of selling cxmnercial 
contiodities, mostly to a young male audience, although 
many wotien have bou^t into the story. The stories are 
about older men with younger wotien; wotien who want to be 
dotiinated; wotien who are willing, reac^, and eager to 
have sex at ary time; or wotien who are cotposed only of 
assorted boc^ parts. These wotien have no self, no 
subject. They are only objects of male fantasy. He 
retarked at the end of the analysis that a survey of 
adolescent boys found that most (over 60%) agreed that 
sane wotien deserved to be r̂ Ded, and that sane wotien 
wanted to be r^^ed (Jhally, 1994 a).
Television and film media often portray wonen as 
victims, a role that reinforces wonen's perception of 
thanselves as victims and dictates that they wd.ll 
continue to be victims. In his research of the iitpact of 
violence in television and films, Gerbner (In Jhally, 
1994b) found that the portrayal of wonen and minorities 
as victims reinforces the perception by wonen and 
minorities, as well as by white males, that such is  the 
real position of these groLps.
In another study of violence against wonen, 
researchers found that individuals beccme desensitized 
to violence by the amount of exposure, and became more 
likely to judge the victim of a sexual assault more
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harshly. The research shewed that subjects (63 males) 
were less affected ty  violence on the last day of 
viewing sexually violent films than on the f irs t day, 
and that they had less synpathy and concem for the 
victims (Linz, D., Dcmerstein, E., & Adams, S .,1989). 
These studies demonstrate that media portrayals of wonen 
as victims of violence and sexual abuse may have far- 
reaching consequences.
Such sexual images, ccrrmunications, and 
interactions are at the core of much feminist discourse, 
and often the most prdblsnatic issue of feminism for men 
to confront. Social constructs of masculinity define 
"man" ty  his sexuality and include ideals of male sexual 
danination of wonen (L^ & Strikwerda, 1994). Much 
interpersonal interaction involves an awareness of 
another's gender and sexuality. What feminism asks of 
men in the realm of sexuality may be the most difficult 
for then to achieve. I t  asks that men treat wonen firs t 
and forenost as pecple, that their femaleness should 
have no importance, should not even be a factor, until 
and unless a sexual/romantic relationship becomes part 
of the interaction.
Part of the problem in women's interpersonal 
relations is  that, socially, much of their concept of 
self-worth is based on their physical ^peal to men.
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Wonen are told in various, subtle ways fcy society that 
most of their worth is in their appearance, and to have 
value they must be physically attractive to men (Wblf, 
1991). Yet they are also told that if  they make 
themselves too attractive, they are responsible for the 
sexual attention and harassment they may experience. I t  
beccmes a very difficult balancing act to be attractive 
but not too sexy, or to be sexy and very cautious. Wonen 
have a collective experience of being targets for 
uEwolcane sexual advances and sexual violence. IVo in 
three women will be sexually assaulted in her lifetime; 
one in four will be r^)ed (Jhally, 1994). "Fa\;, i f  any, 
wonen can walk confortable dcwn a city stureet without 
fear of verbal harassment or even physical assault" (lyfey 
and Strikwerda, 1994, p. 135). The experience most warm 
have of being the target of unwanted attention is often 
very difficult for a man to understand.
]yfeny men seem to have a great deal of difficulty 
with the ccnc^t of not tureatdng wonen as a focus of 
sexual attention but as individual humans. In his 
critrLcism of the precepts of the feminists nvoveimt, 
Eisenman (1994) seons to ask the old question "what do 
wonen went, anyway?" He writes:
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The stphasis on sexual harassment is a way to 
attack rrales for sexual behavior which is often 
normal, especially for men. Since, in our society, 
men usually irake the overt sexual and romantic 
advances and wmen are more passive or indirect, 
the male is often at risk  for being charged with 
sexually harassing behavior even if  i t  scmething 
most wmen would enjcy, such as a cotpliment on hew 
they look. Those in the feminist movment seen to 
object when men ^preciate wonen's bodies.
Ironically, the majority of wonen in the Uhited 
States probably do want men to ^preciate their 
^pearance and often dress accordingly. ( p. 201). 
Eisenman's perspective is  much the same as the 
construction worker who whistles or catcalls at a woman 
and is shocked when she is n 't cotplimented. What he and 
others who take a similar viem; miss in such an analysis 
is that of course women dress and act to ^peal to men, 
that is what they are ta u ^ t from infancy that their 
value is vested in. Yet such a focus on women's 
^pearance reinforces the idea that a worm's role is  
that of object of men's approval.
The role of women as the focus of men's ^proval is 
described in a theory advanced fcy two male authors 
concerning the collective responsibility of men for
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rape. The perspective presented by Ifey and StrLkwerda 
(1994) argues that rape is  not a definable private act 
but one that is a result of shared experiences of men in 
groups, especially young adult men. They argue that men 
contribute to the prevalence of rape fcy socialized 
attitudes about wonen and sexuality. "Most men do very 
littd e  a t a ll to appose rape in their societJ.es. ; does 
this make than sonething like so-con^irators with the 
men who do rpe?" (p. 135). The answer they find in 
their analysis is  "yes, i t  does." They concentrate on 
the forms of socialization young men experience ; hew 
they leam to speak about, think about, and act toward 
wonen. They point out that rape is  an act of violence 
perpetrated against one particular group, wonen, and 
that i t  makes wonen d^mdent on other men for 
protection from r p is ts . Such dpendence benefits a ll 
men and creates a motive for perpetuating a rape 
culture.
Men receive mixed messages about wonen, sexuality, 
and hew they must act to be a man. lyfey & Strikwerda 
point out that "misbehavior, especially sexual 
misbehavior of males toward females is , however mixed 
the messages, something that maiy men condone" (p. 137). 
The authors argue that rp is ts  are not loners or social 
outlaws, hut rather men who have merely taken acc^table
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social behavior one s t^  too far. They conclude that, 
althou^ not a ll men everywhere are responsible for 
rape, that "rape is  deeply afbedded in a wider culture 
of rtale socialization. Those who have the most to do 
with sustaining that culture must also recognize that 
they are responsible for the harmful aspects of that 
culture" (p. 148).
Violence and sexuality are linked in many strange 
and interesting ways in V\festem culture. One rather 
unorthodox artic le  authored by a man was an assessment 
of the "sex war" debates between radical feninists and 
lesbian feminist sadcnasochists. Hopkins (1994) claims 
that his interest in the area of sadomasochism, 
especially lesbian sadomasochism, is  based on his 
personal pleasure and political hope from any form of 
gender subversion. In the article, he makes a 
"distinction between simulation and r^ lica ticn  of 
patriarchal dominant/submissive activities" (p. 117) and 
determines that radical feminists should reassess their 
disdain of lesbian sadotasochists. Radical feminist 
criticism of sadomasochism is based on the idea that 
one's deriving pleasure from causing a woten pain is 
"r^roducing the irtplicit values of patriarchal 
cultures" (p. 118), even if  the one deriving pleasure is 
also a wcman. He presents and interprets sane of the
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dialectic that has gone on between feminists over the 
issue, and concludes:
[T]he explicitly contractual and negotiative aspect 
of SM may r^resent a kind of postmodern danocratic 
urge in which sex is  treated as both a mutual 
contracting for sexual/anotional services and a 
self-conscious performance. I think that many non- 
SM sexual activities could use this kind of 
democracy, honesty, and negotiation (p. 135). 
Certainly danocracy, honesty, and negotiation are 
important not just in sexual relations, but in a ll human 
ccnmunicaticn. As the w riting contained in this section 
have shown, the ideas shared and the messages sent fcy 
various forms of connunication help create people's 
percutions of reality. When those messages limit 
people's aspirations, they are not democratic. When th ^  
create stereotypes, they are not honest. When people do 
not try to understand how those messages may affect 
others, they are not negotiated. IXfen can and have made 
great contributions to reassessing those messages, as 
has been demonstrated by their exploration of 
communication and feminism.
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CCNCLÜSICN
The efforts examined in this stir^  clearly 
damanstrate that men can understand the issues and 
support the cause of eliminating women's oppression. 
There are many possible motivatians for men to undertake 
to understand and become involved in faminist issues. 
Same men my decide to support the women's movament 
because they recognize gender bias as being harmful to 
both men and women. Althou^ Kimmel (1994) discovered 
that " [m] ost men have regarded the women's movament with 
bamused indifference, " he also found that "same men 
support feminism, in the belief that equal opportunity 
is  a right, not a privilege." He concluded "Pro- 
faminist men believe the changes feminism has brcu#it to 
women's lives are positive for men as w ^l ..." (p. 30).
Other men discover faminism throu^ personal 
ejpjerience. Journalist Andrew ]yferton (1993) grav up) 
being a feminist. His feminist education began when his 
f irs t attampt to kiss a g irl was rejected and he thou^t 
the g irl was just playing hard to get. A second attarpt 
le ft him humiliated and dejected, but he realized that
8 6
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"a kiss not voluntarily given is a kiss not worth 
having" (p. 205). In college he dropped out of his 
fraternity when the fellows showed him photos of a ll the 
young women on campus with remarks about their sexual 
availability written underneath. One of the photos was 
of a very good friend. She had "Bowwow" scribbled 
beneath her name. He was offended both for himself and 
because he knev how she would have fe lt. Lferton read and 
understood The Feminine mystique when i t  f irs t came out. 
He recognized hew men, especially men in groups, often 
hurt women. For a magazine article he intervieved women 
on college campuses and learned about date rp e , gang 
rage, ostracism, stalking, and harassment. He soon 
became what he calls a "gut-level feminist" (p. 208).
Unlike the members of other oppressed grops, women 
are neither a numerical minority nor a geogrphically 
sparate  groip from the dominant e lite ; the fraternity 
of white males. Every man has some personal contact or 
relationship with a woman; whether mother, sister, 
dau^ter, wife, lover, friend or co-wo)rker. Men who have 
never before encountered feminism may some day have a 
dau^ter who asks why she can't play l i t t l e  league 
baseball, a sister who is sexually assaulted and then 
cross-examined about her personal life  by the court 
system, a wife who suddenly is unwilling to be
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reponsible for household maintenance, or a friend who 
questions why she should need a man to protect her fron 
other men. Hew men deal with such encounters will dpend 
to a great extent on their kncwledge of the issues and 
their understanding of hew women have been socialized. 
Some men will find ways to support and encourage the 
women in their lives, some will became fri^tened or 
antagonistic about changing beliefs and roles.
The fact is that many men truly want to transform 
both their beliefs and their relationships with women, 
but often don't knew hew. "Mast of us truly want the 
women in our lives to be h^py. ]yfeny of us have came to 
realize this means they must have personal autcnary, 
including economic freedem. Some of us want to overcame 
our fear of female pcwer. Seme of us want relief frem 
traditional masculine burdens. VJe therefore struggle to 
welceme change" (Astrachan, 1986, p. 200). The men who 
are rpresented in this stuc^ have led the way for 
others to beccme pro-feminist.
Certainly not a ll men who leam about feminism and 
feminist theories are going to agree on the issues, 
either with each other or with wonen, just as a ll 
feminist women do not agree. Diversity and tolerance are 
crucial elements of a feminist worldviev. Althou^ i t  is 
often difficult for a person to be tolerant of another's
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vastly different viavs and values, i t  requires just such 
tolerance for people to gain understanding and concem 
for others. Bart of understanding requires that one viev 
the world fron the perspective of another, rather than 
merely analyze the other's position throu^ the f ilte r  
of one's own e>perience or viewpoint. I t  is a d ifficult 
but critical task.
Rbny men have dedicated themselves to just such a 
task of understanding. The National Organization for lyfen 
Against Sexism was founded in 1982. The organization is 
ccmmitted to four, equally important precepts:
(1) to oppose sexism and support women's fu ll 
equality in the public and private sphere; (2) to 
oppose heterosexism and homcphobia, and to support 
full equality for gay men and lesbians; (3) to 
support the stnruggle of minoritJ.es for fu ll 
equality; and, (4) to oppose rigid definitions of 
masculinity and promote changes among men that will 
enable them to live richer and more fully 
expressive lives (in Kimmel, 1995, p. 31).
Connell (1992) also developed an agenda for imen to 
follow in order to improve the lives of women and 
minorities, as well as their own. He prescribes seven
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activities for achieving the goals of equality and 
personal fulfillment. These are:
1. Share the care of babies and young children 
equally between wonen and men. Change hours of work 
and policies of pranotion to make this practical.
2. \Afork for equal cpportunity, affirmative action, 
and the election of wonen, until wonen occupy at 
least 50 percent of decision-making positions in 
both public and private organizations.
3. Support women's control over their cwn bodies, 
and contest the assertion of men's cwnership of 
"their" wonen. Actively challenge misogyny and 
hcmcphdbia in the media and pcpular culture, as 
well as sexual harassment in the workplace.
4. Work for pay equity and women's arployment 
rights, until women's earnings are a t least equal 
to men's.
5. Support the redistribution of wealth and the 
creation of a universal social security system.
6. Talk among men to make domestic violence, gay 
bashing, and sexual assault discreditable. Work 
positively to create a culture that is  safe for 
women and for gays and lesbians.
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7. Organize political and econanic siçport for 
battered votien's ^lelters, rape crisis centers, and 
danestic violence intervention, (p. 36).
Althou^ i t  will take time to make the changes 
suggested by such an agenda, they are vorth iirplanenting 
irrmediately. When the goals of these twD similar plans 
are realized, and society no longer restricts political, 
eccnonic, or social opportunities because of a person's 
gender, skin color, religious persuasion, age, or sexual 
preference, a ll people w ill be able to find personal 
fulfillment in whatever form i t  takes. I t  requires a ll 
people working together to eliminate oppression and 
prejudice wherever i t  is  found.
Méaning and Impact of Mén's Contributions
Ihe overvia/ of men's cantributions to feminist 
rhetoric contained in this p^)er reveals that many men 
have dedicated time, effort, and thought to various 
aspects of faninist theory. Ihey have participated with 
woten in their efforts to gain access to the political 
systan, and spoken out in favor of an Equal R i^ts 
Amendment to the Constitution. Ihey have viaæd laws and 
political procedures from a faninist perspective and
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illuminated hew the present systan can be unfair to 
warm.
Ifen have analyzed hew econctnic policies affect 
wonen, and hew faninist theory itey affect eccnemic 
policies. They have demonstrated hew stereotypes and 
gender bias have kept wonen frcm entering certain fields 
and fron finding ways to ej^ress their potentials. Sane 
men have recognized just hew pervasive are the societal 
restrictions and male donination of wonen. They have 
studied and written about the nature of wonen and hew 
assurrptions about female tra its  have k ^ t wonen 
subordinate. IXfen have danonstrated throu^ their 
writings and research that wonen are disadvantaged 
throu^ barriers in education, orplcyment, and social 
expectations, lyfen have illuminated hew oppression and 
subordination are reinforced throu^ language and in the 
media, and they have analyzed their cwn deepest feelings 
about wonen, feninism, and their responsibilities.
But what effect do a ll of these cantributions have? 
Just what is the role of men in faninist discourse? lyfeny 
wonen vehanently dery that men have any positive 
contritutions to make tcward faninism. Johnson (1987) 
sees the sipport of men serving to co-opt feminist goals 
by merely appearing to support or understand the issues. 
She writes that wonen should note "this extrenely strong
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male habit, the lie  that slave-holders are anxious to 
share pcwer with the slaves scmehcw ranains one of the 
father's favorite and most potent strategies with wonen" 
(p. 182). Or as Shcwolter (1987) queries "Is male 
feminism a form of critical cross-dressing, a fashion 
risk ...  that is  both radical chic and pcwer play?"
(p. 120). Sane men even question their place in faninist 
discourse. For example Connell (1993) wrote " [g]iven the 
record of men's violence against wonen, abusive 
attitudes and speech, relentless sexism in h i^  culture 
and the itass media, i t 's  hard not justify the notion 
that men have no place a t a ll in the vonen's movanent"
(p. 72).
One of the prdblans with understanding the inpact 
men have had on the wonen's movanent is the fact that 
their influences may not always match their intentions.
In his analysis of the outcanes of efforts to either 
damage or facilitate a movement, lyarx (1977) noted " it 
is iirportant to ask what the actual (rather than 
intended) consequences of such efforts are" (p. 117). He 
further explained that there are many factors which may 
lead to intervention in social movements having 
unintended consequences, including "the diffuse, 
noninstitutionalized collective-behavior character of 
much social movement activity" (p. 118). Because social
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movements do not occur in a vacuum, but rather consist 
of an interplay among various social forces, each 
influence my have far reaching consequences.
There is no doubt that men's cantributions have had. 
profound effects on the women's movement, especially 
what they have said and wnritten. Of the mary forms of 
influencing social movements, the most canmcn are 
rhetorical. Bcwers, Ochs, & Jensen (1993) describe some 
of the forms that various responses to social movements 
may take. One internal response is  where establishment 
leaders and decision makers denonstrate that their 
ab ility  to manage, guide and direct is superior to that 
of the other group in order to maintain their pcxær. 
Certainly this form of dise:rpcwering has been used 
frequently as a response to the worm's movement, as 
Faludi (1991) demonstrated in her book Backlash. She 
shewed hew feminists have been depicted and hew their 
beliefs belittled, culminating wdth the Clarence 
Theimas/Anita Hill hearings. I t  is  very easy to 
denonstrate that the established pcwers are more enable 
than any other when others are shewn as inccmpetent, 
foolish, or part of a radical fringe.
In addition to internal reactions to social 
movement are external responses. These include such 
tactics as avoidance, suppression, and adjustment
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(Bcwers, J. W., e t a l., 1993). Each of these approaches 
has been used tcward the women's movenent a t same time, 
yet this stuc^ is  not an examination of the ways used to 
disorpower the faninist movement. Furthennore, overt 
efforts a t destroying the movement may not be as 
detrimental as supportive responses. Adjustment best 
describes the efforts of the men in this stuc^, thus i t  
is  adjustment which serves as the lens throu^ which to 
vie\t the cantributions by the authors in this stuc^.
Adjustment is  described as when institutions 
"ad^t, modify, or a lter their stuructures, their goals, 
and their personnel in response to an external 
ideological challenge" (Bcwers, et a l., 1993, p. 60).
One critical element of such adjustment occurs when the 
institutions "incorporate parts of the dissident 
ideology, " thou#i such incorporation "may range frcm 
tokenism to a substantial merger" (p. 63). Where men's 
contributions to feminist rhetoric serve as adjustment, 
the result may actually co-cpt the women's movanent by 
damonstrating that i t  is  men who define the standards of 
acceptance or rejection, and who chose to or not to 
inplanent the ideas. When men's conments on faninism 
reflect an attitude of smug cxndescension i t  reinforces 
the male prerogative of setting the standards of value. 
Even if  contributions are aimed at furthering the
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movanent, they may effectively impede i t  by 
dononstrating that men are the authority on value 
judgmeits.
One form of adjustment is  what lyferx (1977) referred 
to as "pseudofacilitative" activity where the 
establishment "helps a movanent (or segments of it) but 
not out of a desire to have i t  obtain it:s goals. Father 
i t  can be a means of exercising partial contzol over it"  
(p. 107). Thus men may seek to contxol the wonen's 
movement by merely assuming a positrLcn of sipranacy. As 
Astrachan (1986) ccmnented "Our professions of 
acceptance are often disguises of denials of our hatxed 
and refusal" (p. 200). Thus, whatever their intentions, 
men's responses may serve to hinder the women's movanent 
even when they ^pear supportive.
By being critical and selective about faninist 
theories, men reinforce the standard social form of men 
defining or creating the basis for acc^table ideologies 
or definitions of truth and thus exercising their 
ccntxol. Anytime faninist theories are analyzed frcm a 
txaditianal masculinist perspective, the result may 
reinforce the belief that itale forms of evaluation are 
the standard by which a ll else is measured. Those 
authors who attarpt to analyze faninism frcm a 
traditional masculinist viov therefore ccntxibute to
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enervating the wonen's movanent, whether they intend to 
or not.
I t  therefore behooves men to consider, regardless of 
their intent, whether what they say and write about 
wonen and feminism is true, fair, and actually 
incorporates a feminist viev. If  men cannent on faninism 
only frcm the masculine perspective of defining the 
standards of what is important, and of undervaluing 
wonen's different perspectives and responses, they serve 
only to reinforce patriarchal and condescending 
attitudes. IXfen must learn about the issues and honestly 
consider than frcm the perspective of a wonan's 
experience. Only then will they be able to evaluate the 
worth of the faninist vision.
The inpact of a ll men's contributions to faninist 
discourse may never be known, but i t  is clear that 
uninformed, condescending, self-serving, or patriarchal 
contributions are likely to have only negative 
influences. Certainly those analyses or theories which 
are antagonistic may have a devastating effect, yet even 
those that appear to be supportive yet are carelessly 
patriarchal may also have adverse effects. The men whose 
contributions constitute this stuc^ have shown that men 
can be sensitive to a faninist perspective, that they 
can be informed, arpathetic, and pro-faninist, and that
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their ccntributicns may serve as well to advance the 
wonen's movanent.
Suggestions for Future Studies
Clearly the articles and books mentioned in this 
paper are not at a ll carprehensive in terms of men's 
contributions to faninist theory. However, merely 
reviadng greater quantities of literature would 
probably prove counter-productive as i t  would becone 
burdensane without generating any greater understanding 
of the purpose of men's contributions. A more valuable 
stud/ m i^t consist of an arpirical analysis of hew 
people respond to philosophical critiques of faninism by 
men and by wmen. Identical criticisms could be 
presented as authored by a man and by a wonan, and 
reactions to the criticisms measured according to the 
gender of the respondents. Would men find male authored 
criticisms more valid than fanale authored criticisms? 
Would wonen find male authored criticisms more valid 
than fanale authored criticisms? The answers to these 
questions could truly help clari:^  if  and how authority 
is  gendered, even when i t  replies to a feminist theory.
A similar stuc^ with self-identified feminists and 
anti-feminists m i^t also illuminate how different
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individual perceive the gendering of authority. Would 
feminists find faninist literature written by a man to 
be more influential than the same literature written by 
a woren? Would anti-faninists have a different 
perc^tion?
Another ^proach to understanding the inpacts of 
male ccntributians to faninist theory would be to 
corpare the inpact of white participation and support in 
the Black Civil R i^ ts Movanent. As the doninant social 
pcwer, whites involved in the Black Civil R i^ ts 
Movanent present a similar relation as men involved in 
the Wonen's Movanent. In s is ts  into hew whites have 
influenced that movanent could be ccnpared to hew men 
have influenced the wonen's movanent. The sim ilarities 
and differences could provide further understanding of 
hew social movanents generally are affected by 
establishment rhetoric.
Mjrphy (1992) analyzed the tactics used by the 
establishment with the Black Civil R i^ ts movanent, 
especially during the "Freedem Rides" into Alabama. He 
classified the rhetoric of the Kenneĉ  administration to 
h i^ il i^ t forms of social control. Althou^ many of the 
tactics he describes are similar to ones used with the 
wonen's movanent, many of his conclusions are not 
^prcpriate for the wonen's movanent. Certainly most
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whites do not have as close a personal or social 
involvement wdth blacks as men generally do wdth wonen. 
Also, the roots of wonen's cppression go much deeper.
Yet the distinctions in the interplay between these two 
sets of doninant and cppressed groups could provide a 
great understanding of social interaction between social 
elites and the less powerful.
Studies of men's participation in the wonen's 
movement could certainly take nary forms, both 
rhetorical and arpirical. Sane m i^t focus on the 
rhetoric itse lf, sane on the impact, and sane on the 
interplay between different forces. The most worthwhile 
of these would be the ones that support those men who 
have become involved, and that encourage other dominant 
groups to become informed enou^ to understand the lives 
and experiences of women and minorities.
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